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Sound of 
It looks just like any other 
445rpm single and when you play 
the A side it sounds like one too. 

But flip it over and Chris 
Sievey's new release is also three 
programs for the 2X81 

‘One of them displays the 
lyrics so fans can sing along 
with the A side, a pop-rocl 
number called Camouflage. 

‘The other two programs 
are 16K and 1K versions of a 
game called Flying Train 

CLASH OVER 
MICRO CLUBS 
Two clubs for owners of the 
Orie-1 computer are set to clash 
— even before the new group is 
launched, 

Now Alex Cross, who is 
setting up the new club, is seek 
ing a meeting with Bob Green, 
who runs the Tangerine Users’ 
Group, 

Mr Cross, 46, said he had 
ric Products’ consent and ex 
pected to have 10,000-15,000 
‘members by the end of the year. 
He is director of Wembley 
based Oric dealers Micro Com 
puters Incorporated. 

TUG began three-and-a- 
half years ago and says 40 per 
cent of its $,000 members own 
Ories. 

Mr Cross said: “One could 
say that Mr Green has not got 
an official club, but everyone 
sets them up. I want to get in 
touch with him because ob- 
viously there's conflict here.” 

‘Could he see a clash loom. 
ing’ 

He said: “This is one of the 
reasons why I'm particularly 
hesitant about saying what we 
are doing to do as a club. 

“It’s ethically better that 
wwe get in touch with Mr Green. 

software 
And almost all ofthe single 

was put together by Chris, a 
Yeyear-old. parttime petrol 
pump attendant 

By using a studio's mult 
track ‘recording machine, he 
plays eight acoustic guitars, 
four electric guitars, two base 
guitars and a grand piano as 
well as singing. 

‘The two other vocalists are 
his wife Paula, 28, and, their 
Continued on page 5 

We don't deliberately want to 
have a conflict of ideas and a 
conflict of interests 

“1 want to see if we can co. 
operate and if we can draw 
some parameters so we do not 
clash, 

“what is clear is that there 

For details please ring 051-236 6849 

is a grey area here and we want 
to resolve this before we reach 
the user 

“The fact that there is a 
confusion between Tangerine 

Continued on page 3 

Best for software — every week 



WE'VE PICKED THE BEST, 
FORGET THE REST! SPECTRUM/ZX81 
SOPT WARE SUPERMAREET 
All we do at Software Supermarket is play every Spectrum/ZX81 

program we can find, pick out the very best and offer only those to 
our customers - in our ads and our catalogues 

From over 30 countries you write, praising our free selection service 
(it’s impartial, too: we produce no programs ourselves). You say we 
save you plenty - in postage and mistakes. 

‘And we're quick. We usually send your order out on the same day 
we get it. Faulty tapes, if any, replaced at once. 
OUR NEW CATALOGUE IS OUT NOW. Here's a few - the best of 

the new, the alltime greats. Free catalogue with every order 
You've got a great computer: we've got the great programs. 

Mail order only, please. If we had to run a shop, we wouldn't 
have time to run all the programs 

48K Eb one 

ter heard inthis “adventure/graphic arcade g 
‘power in the Spectrum” (Abbex) Enc 

ret zones; 4-levels: 16-page on-screen mi 
Spectrum can do, (Abbex) 

TRANSYLVANIAN TOV 
‘An excellent game ata reasonable price” (PCN) 
(and shoot) your way through the 500 
adventure and arcade games with gr 

KNOT IN 3D": 
getknotted. Avoid colisions worry about 
empty 3D space. But is it? Are you? (New 

BLACK CRYSTAI 
2cassettesin6 chapters. You mu 
Real-time monster b 

THE HOBBIT « = Arar 
(2X Com), Fee 285 p ilustated book cont 
Plctutes 600 word vocabulary: 16 page in 
wit (Melbourne Hou 

‘SCRAMBLE’ ever, Demo, Training p 
Mode lets you bu 
aneade game - without al the ef! (Melbourn 

GREAT BRITAIN LTD 
for money” (Which Micro?). Choose 
‘as the results come in on el 

“About as 
program lent value 

fat Movi ieciea oer then Chee 

INVASION FORCE 
field, Suicidal game option. (Artic) £4.95 

MINED OUT 
Bonuses for speed and for damsels, Watch out 
you crazy. (uicksilva) £4.95 
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COSMIC GUERILLA ‘05: sone opts 
6 skal levels for each gives you 24 games in 1, Will make your wrist ache. (Crystal) £5.50 

“Hard to beat” (CVG). “One of the 
best Sinclair games so far” (PCW) 
laser shield: mothership with smart 

WINGED AVENGER ’ 
play levels, 3 

(Work Force) £ 
3D TUNNEL ‘Superb graphics and game presentation” (CVG). 

Fly down the winding 3D tunnel, shooting spiders, 

1 The ist adventure we've seen that's worth 
FAUST SFOLLY, playing 1K I'sret end grap! ons 

tons then a smashing adventure wth dvectons, very, ook 

‘Special 16K 2X81 versions of 6 of these are available. Use the 
‘coupon to order. Free catalogue with every order or phone for catalogue only 

BLACKCRYSTAL £7.50 WINGED AVENGER £4.50 
GREATBRITAINLTD 495 FROGGY £5.95 
PIMANIA £8.00 INVASIONFORCE £4.95 

‘SOFTWARE SUPERMARKET 
87 HOWARD'S LANE, LONDON SW15 6NU, ENGLAND 
‘Telephone: 01-789 8546 (24 hours: no credit cards) 
— ee ee ee ee 

To: Software Supermarket, 87 Howard's Lane, London, SW15 6NU. 
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QUEST 
‘THE BLACK HOLE’ 

st schore received High 
to date 963 by Darren 
Gerald of Christchurch, 

Dorset. 

Continued from front page 
TUG?s assistant managing 

director Kevin Phillips, 23, 
said: “It’s the first I’ve heard of 
it, 

“He can complain until 
he’s blue in the face but there’s, 
nothing he can do to stop us. 1 
don’t know how he’s going to 
get on, but we've got the edge 
on him, 
“Every day we get dozens of 
applications from Oric owners 
and it’s picking up very quickly. 

“J don’t see why we can’t 
get on side by side, but if he’s 
out (0 take our members he’s 
got a battle on his hands. Good 
luck to him, as long as he 
doesn’t start treading on our 
feet, 

“He's quite welcome to 
come for a chat, but I don’t 
think we need to take any ac- 
tion, We already have the foun- 
dation. Can he provide what we 
are able to?”” 

Mr Cross said his launch 
date would be in June or July 
and that, although it would 
generate ‘‘a degree of revenue” 
for MCI, it would act in- 
dependently of Orie Products in 
representing its members. 

He planned to hire more 
staff and to offer membership 
at £5-£8 through mailing all 
users on Oric’s list and with 
leaflets inside Oric packaging. 
There would be a news sheet, 
starting as a bi-monthly, and 
offers like inexpensive soft- 
ware, He was also intending to 
talk to Paul Kaufman, head of 
Tansoft and editor of a new 
magazine called Oric Owner. 

TUG was formed by Mr 
Green for owners of the 
Microtan. Mr Green was unable 
to comment as he was on holi- 
day with his wife, Vera, the 
group’s administrative director. 
As well as Mr Phillips, there is a 
fourth staff member, Colin 
Nowell, who looks after soft- 
ware. 

Mr Phillips explained how 
they came to include the Oric: 
“There are machines around 
but very little available for them 
— software, add-one and the 
Continued on column 4 
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CATALOGU 

The best for 
Spectrum or ZX81. 

Call 24 hours, give name, 
address, computer. 

01-789 8546 
Software Supermarket 

Continued from column 1 
rest. As it came from the same 
stable and there was a demand 
we decided to include it 

“As to not being official, 
the only thing in which we are 
not official is that we are not 
recognised by the manufacturer 
—we don’t carry their name. In 
all other respects there’s 
nothing to complain about. We 
do business very fairly. 

“If we think anyone has 
produced a load of rubbish we 
will say so. If you are an official 
group you have to be careful 
because it would be like cutting 
your own throat,” 

His members paid £15 a 
year and received a 20 to 
24-page monthly newsletter, $0 
per cent devoted to the Oric, 
which included programs to 
type in. Four software packages 
were on offer at £5.50-£6.50 
with another eight to come 
soon. 

A spokesman for Orie Pro- 
duets said there had been no of- 
ficial agreement with Mr Cross 
and a decision was unlikely 
before Oric executives returned 
from a business trip to 
America. 

She said: “They've been 
talking, but nothing’s been 
signed, sealed and delivered.”” 

Apart from initial help in 
setting up the group, Orie did 
not plan to involve itself — it 
would be a totally independent 
group. 

Group, 1 
Worle, 

Tangering Users’ 
Marlborough Drive, 
Avon BS22 0DQ 
Micro Computers Incor- 
porated, 5 Watford Road, Sud- 
bury, Wembley, Middx 

Honestly, 
officer 

You can break most known driv- 
ing laws with Hazard Run, anew 
Atari game from Allrian. It 
allows you to smash through 
brush, leap ponds and drive on 
two wheels. Price for the cassette 
is £21.50. 

Allrian, 1000A Uxbridge Road, 
Hayes, Middx UB4 ORL 
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SPECTRUM DRAGON TANDY BBC 
16/48 32 LEVEL 2 AIB 

AWARI ADVENTURE 

%* The ancient African game of logic. It takes 2 minutes to ‘*& Over 200 places to explore in this machine code game using 
learn the rules but far longer to master the tactics. advanced data compression techniques. 

¥ Select the ‘Goat-herd’ level of play and it’s an addictive No random elements ~ you will need skill, cunning and a 
game for children (8+) that exercises their minds—not sense of humour as you explore caves, forest and castles. 
their laser fingers. 

+ Evade ruthless pursuers and overcome a host of obstacles. 
% Select the ‘Witch-doctor’ level and it’s a threat to your 

sanity, We haven't beaten it and we wrote it! 

£1000 IN PRIZES 
:ANTASTIC VOYAGE 4% Buy both Awari and Adventure and enter 

the ‘Foilkade Challenge’ competition. 
(2x81 16K ONLY) Details with cassette or send SAE. 

‘This real-time graphics simulation set inside the human = eee 
body was written by a lecturer in anatomy. You are injected ALL GAMES £5.95 EACH, 2 FOR £9.95, 
into the blood stream in your miniature submarine. Navi 3 FOR £13.95 (ANY MIX) INCLUSIVE 
gate the arteries, veins and heart to the brain, where a blood 
clot must be destroyed. Features a real vascular map. You 
will be attacked by lymphocytes which must be destroyed FOILKADE LTD 
using arcade game type graphics. Everything you do uses 
up precious energy. Three display formats—a lateral and 66 LITTLEDEAN, YATE 

, frontal body scan plus blood vessel name, a close-up scan 
and a laser-sight for fighting lymphocytes. BRISTOL BS17 4UQ 

+ Multiple word commands and single letter abbreviations! 

FORTH FOR 
THE DRAGON 32 

‘DRAGONFORTH’ is an implementation of Fig-FORTH for the 

‘DRAGON 32' microcomputer but with a difference. 

As well as the enormous power of the FORTH language, 

‘DRAGONFORTH’ can also execute BASIC statements. This 

combines the superb DRAGON sound, graphics and Floating- 

Point commands with the tremendous speed of FORTH to produce 

an unparalleted hybrid. You can write a whole program in BASIC or 
a whole program in FORTH or any mixture of both 

If not already convinced send £2.50 for the 60-page manual 

(redeemable against first order). 
‘DRAGONFORTH is professionally packaged, sensibly priced, 

guaranteed for life and will be despatched by return complete with 

free demonstration graphics program 

AUTHORS: Oasis Software will market high quality programs 

you write in‘DRAGONFORTH'. We pay alump sum on acceptance 

and a generous royalty. Lets hear from you! 

OASIS SOFTWARE, LOWER NORTH STREET, CHEDDAR, 

Ropnae SOMERSET. Telephone: 0934 515265 

sceessorete 
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 24 HOURS A DAY 
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Continued from front page 

Chris Sievey — singing software 

babysitter, 22-year-old 
fred Stack, who looks after 

Stirling, 44, and 31-year-old 
Asher. And a friend, Mike 
Doherty, plays the drums. 

Chris said the idea of using 
the B side for programs came to 
him after he bought a ZX81 two 
months ago planning to use it to 
put titles on a video tape of a 
group called Freshies. 

He said: “I used the B side 
because they are disposable — 
people are sold on the A side of 
a record.” 

In fact, he says this is his 
15th single since he started 
recording in 1976, Just three 
had crept into the botton of the 
top 100, inlcuding his personal 
best-seller, which sold 40,000, 
called I'm in Love with the Girl 
on the Manchester Virgin 
Megastore Check-Out Desk. 

He said he was having 
2,000 copies of Camouflage 
pressed, under his own Random 
Records label, to start with. 

After leaving school, said 
Chris, he went to art college to 
study film making — for three 
days. He said: “1 arrived on my 
first day with all my scripts and 
I found it was going to be 18 
months before they put a 
camera in my hand. 1 couldn't 
wai 

Since then he reckons he 
has had 20 jobs, mostly sweep- 
ing up, packing, serving in 
shops and working as a silk 
screen printer. 

‘After 14 records wasn’t 
time he gave up? 

Chris said: “*I’m not deter- 
red. [love doing it. And I think 
with software on one side it has 
increased the chances because 
there are two markets. But if it 
flops I'll move onto the next 
one. 

“But obviously I want to 

develop it so I'm thinking of 
doing something for the Spec- 
trum next. 

He said that to use the 
single, due out on Friday at 
£11.15, the B side had to be 
loaded into the computer from 
a record player’s headphone 
socket or copied onto tape and 
then loaded. 

And he said a major 
distributor was interested in 
marketing the record. 

Random Records, 3 Moorside 
House, Oakleigh Court, 
Timperley, Cheshire WAIS 
6UG 

Eugene’s 
driving 

ambition 
Teenage programmer Eugene 
Evans is in line for a £6,000 
company car — providing he 
passes his driving test. 

Image Software has just 
bought Escort XRIs for four 
staff, but Eugene, just 17, will 
have to wait. He takes his test 
next month, 

New general manager 
Bruce Everiss said that if it was 
not for his age Eugene, who 
heads Imagine’s team of pro- 

Oric’s printer will almost certain- 
ly be the £149 Tandy colour 
printer/plotter with a different 
name on the front. 

After looking at several 
models, Oric Products is believed 
to have settled on the one 
marketed by Tandy and made in 
Singapore. And the price may 

well be less than Tandy charges. 
The printer uses six special 

ballpoint pens — three black and 
‘one each of red, blue and green 
— at £1.69 for three, and 4'4in 
wide plain paper, costing £3.99 
for three rolls. 

It will print at up to 80 
characters per line. 

Orie Products International, 
Coworth Park, London Road, 
Ascot, Berks SLS 7SE 

The 3127 cassette recorder 

Recorder for 
computers 

New from Ferguson is a 
computer-compatible cassette 
recorder, the 3127, which will 
be on sale from this month for 
around £25. 

It runs on batteries or 
mains, and features automatic 
recording level control, a tape 
counter, built-in microphone, 
auto-stop and pause control. 

Thorn EMI Ferguso, Cam- 
bridge House, Great Cambridge 
Road, Enfield, Middlesex EN1 
1UL 

grammers, could have had a 
more expensive BMW. 

Mr Everiss said: ‘*We 
would but him something a lot 
better, but insurance would cost 
a lot more. Our insurance 
broker said it just wasn’t 
viable.”” 

One of the partners in 
Liverpool-based Imagine, Dave 
Lawson, takes delivery of a Fer- 
rari Mondiale, worth around 
£34,000 with the extras, in 
August. 

The other partner, Mark 
Butler, drives a BMW 735i 
Special Equipment and Mr 
Everiss has a Ferrari 308 GTS. 

Explaining the choice of 
cars, Mr Everiss said: ‘*We are 
a dynamic industry so we all 
drive dynamic cars. And we like 
to look after people.”” 

Imagine Software, 28 Exchange 
Street East, Liverpool 2 

Microfair 
moves 

to Ally Pally 
Visitors to the June 4 ZX 
Microfair will find the condi- 
tions a lot less cramped than 
last time. The fair is to be held 
at London’s Alexandra Palace 

city’s third largest exhibi- — the'ci 
tion hall, with over twice the 
space of the previous site. 

Organizer Mike Johnston 
is however hoping the extra 
room will be filled up with 
larger crowds — there were over 
8,000 people at the last 
Microfair — and move stands. 

Once again, the show will 
feature a computer chess tour- 
nament. 

ZX Microfair, 71 Park Lane, 
Tottenham, London N17 0HG 

Automat 
‘Automat 

Professionally written and tested 
software for 16K and 48K Spectrum 

HOME ACCOUNTS PROGRAMME £6.50 

1800 current transactions, 180 standing orders (48K) 
monthly repeat of orders 
inserts of orders on specified dates 

Review of balance to any day of the current month 
‘Simple bank statement check off 
Double save and verify onto tape with archive number 
‘Simple menu operation with formatted display 

‘Cheque to AM Electronics, 55 Welford Rd, Blaby Leicester LE8 3FT 
or send SAE for full operating leaflet 
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Fun and games with 
the TI-99/4A and others 

(Aquarius computer with | Uf you own a Texas Instruments TI-99/4A and you want to have 
fun, I can recommend the following game to you. It is called 
‘Henhouse, and is available in cartridge forni from Funware 
Inc., 405 N. Bowser Bldg. A, Richardson Texas 75081 (214) 
680-8298, 

When the game starts, a graphics screen displays a 
henhouse to the right center of the screen with several chutes. At 
the bottom of the screen is a farmer (you, the player). 

The fun starts as the hens begin to lay eggs. If a chute fills 
up, you have te catch the eggs before they hit the ground and 
break. That is easy. Using two of the keys or the remote control 
unit you can get the farmer to run back and forth. 

‘Soon the plot thickens. A wolf and a human poacher arrive 
on the scene at various times to eat the hens and steal eggs, 
respectively. You must get the farmer to the shed to pick up his 
trusty rifle and shoot the intruders. 

‘Also birds are flying by which the farmer can shoot. 
Unfortunately, the farmer can’t shoot and catch eggs at the 
same time, which means the gun niust go back to the shed before 
‘more eggs can be caught, 

If you drop six eggs or you allow the wolf to get into the 
henhouse, the game ends. Otherwise you accrue points for 
shooting birds (50 each), shooting poachers (200 each), loading 
‘an egg into the (ruck (20 points), and for every 5000 points you 
accrue you get credit for one broken egg. It really is a fun game 
— the first I have ever played on the TI. 

I’ costs about $40 over here, and I believe may be 
distributed through Centersoft over your way. These same 
‘people also market (or will soon) the following games: Rabbit 
Trail, in which you help the rabbit craw! through holes and 
collect carrots while trying to escape assorted natural enemies on 
seven different screens; Ant Colony, in which you as an 
exterminator, descend into the colony armed only with a spray 
gun (as a frustrated gardener this gives me nightmares); and 
Cave Creatures, wherein you get a laser to wipe out the creatures 
before they encircle or have an opportunity to multiply. 

These games range in price from about $30 to about $43, 
and will all be available on the TI by the end of July. 

1+ ¥ ¥ 4 
Here's a game for you VIC-20users, It is called Sword of Fargoal, 
comes on cassette tape, costs $29.95, and is available from Epyx, 
1043 Kies Ct., Sunnyvale CA 94086, (408) 745-0700. It requires a 
16K expansion module, and uses joystick and keyboard control. 

As you might guess from the title, this is an adventure game, 
and is apparently one of the best ofits type. Itcreates amaze pattern 
of dungeons with each new game, and there are at least 20 levels of 
dungeons to explore. Each one is different from all the others. 

‘Also, you are pitted against a variety of randomly generated 
‘monsters, of which the human types are the most clever. You have 
‘an assortment of potions, spells and other aids to help you out of 
tight spots. 

The point of the whole thing is to obtain the sword of Fargoal 
and escape intact. No one I know has done this so fa i 
this sort of game involving complex dungeons, assorted “dragons 
and have a few nights free, you will enjoy one of the best games of 
its type available on any machine. This one gets four stars in all 
respects. 

zs 
The Japanese haven't been idle, Sanyo showed a 99-dollar 

computer quite similar to the T1-99/2, using a ZB0A chip. 
Although three versions were shown, only two will be released here. 

They are the two advanced models, the PHC and 25, both 
with Tiny BASIC built in. The 25 also has special function keys, 
graphics capabilities and a music synthesizer. 
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Mattel has just announced its Z80A -based. 
@ $200 list price. Among other things it offers CP/M compatibility, 
has 8K of ROM, 4K of RAM expandable to 52K with add-on 
‘memory cartridges, a 49 key “‘regular"’ keyboard, upper and lower 
case, 256 character graphics, 40 x 24 display, 320 x 192 graphics 
resolution, and 16 colours. 

Optionally available are the Logo language, as well as various. 
program cartridges, data cassette recorder, and a 40 column 
printer, It is about 13in by 6in by 2in and weighs a bit over 41bs. 

It seems like a good deal offered by a company whose main 
income has been generated by toy sales as well as their own video 
game player. Not bad for the first time out. 

zz 
Now for a few software announcements and game reviews, Want a 
decent word processor for your VIC-20 or Commodore 64? Try 
‘Quick Brown Fox selling for $65 from the company of the same 
name, 548 Broadway, New York City, 10012, (212) 925-8290. 

Submarine Commander in ROM cartridge for the Atari 400, 
‘800 and 1200. Marketed by Thorn/EMI (I guess you might have 
heard of them), $4.95. Excellent graphics, game plan, and 
‘sustained interest. Works with joystick and keyboard, requires 
minimum of 16K RAM. As commander of a WWII sub, you try to 
sink all enemy ships in the Mediterranean. Good Luck. 

Escape from Vulcan's Isle, on disc for the same machines as 
above. Marketed by Epyx, 1043 Kies Ct., Sunnyvale CA 94086, 
(408) 745-0700, $39.95. Excellent graphics and game plan, above 
average sustained interest. Works with joystick and keyboard, 
requires Atari BASIC cartridge and at least 40K. An above-average 
adventure game whose goal is trying to get a shipwrecked sailor off 
an island while avoiding various creatures such as demons, satyrs, 
‘and Med Flies (made in California, of course) who are all bent on 
destruction. One of the best features allows you to interrupt the 
‘game, and save it on disc for resumption later. 

Video Vermin, on cartridge for VIC-20. Available from 
United Microwave Industries, inc., 3503-C Temple Ave., Pomana 
CA 91768, (714) 594-1351, $49.95. Minimum resident memory and 
Joystick required. This game offers excellence in all three 
categories, graphics, sustained interest, and game plan. Similar in 
concept to the arcade game Centipede. As the gardener, you 
attempt to rid your garden of various vermin such as ants, beetles, 
spiders and snails. As you wipe out the vermin, mushrooms grow in 
their place to block your shots. One of the best VIC games so far, 

Airstrike, on cassette or disc for the Atari machines, by 
English Software Company, P.O. Box 3185, Redondo Beach CA 
90277, (213) 372-3440, $39.95. Excellent graphics and sustained 
interest, above average game plan. Requires joystick and 16K. 
Similar to the arcade game Scramble, in which you pilot your rocket 
ship at the same time trying to sheet out and bomb out the enemy 
without being destroyed first. The game is being advertised as being 
very very difficult, and it lives up to its promise. Some of the 
difficulty lies in trying to press the two firing buttons while trying to 
navigate. It also offers formidable obstacles to fly around. An 
excellent effort from a new company. One of the better games 
available for the Atari machines. 

More from Stateside next week..... 

Bud Izen 
Fairfield, California 



Add-on makers Cheetah 
Marketing says it sold 2,000 32K 
RAM packs for the 16K 
Spectrum — on the day it was 
launched 

Designed to avoid wobble 
and priced at £39.95, the 

company says it is the only one 
available and that it is fully 
compatible with all other 
Spectrum accessories, 

Cheetah, which claims to 
beat any price, saysthenew RAM 
pack will soon be on sale in shops. 
Until then sales are by mail order 
only 

Cheetah Marketing, 359 The 
Strand, London WC2R 9HS 

Salamander Software, best 
known for its Dragon 32 pro- 
grams, has announced that it is 
branching out into software for 
other machines. At the same 
time, it is bringing out a range 

programs for the 
and selling them fur. 

of new 
Dragon 
ther afield. 

Five of Salamander's 
established Dragon range 
Dragon Trek, Wizard War, 
Grand Prix, Vulean Noughts 
and Crosses and Games Com 
pendium DI — are on sale in 
Boots now 

And the company is hop: 
ing that Boots will take the four 
new programs — Star Jammer, 
Salamander Graphics, Night 
Flight and Superskill Hangman 

before too long. 
On a more exotic 

Salamander’s games will soon 
be sold in France, Italy and 

The original Dragon 
games have already been 
translated into Spanish 

The complete Salamander 
range of ten programs are all 
available now for the 32K Tan 
dy Colour Computer. But the 
company has bought out two 

note, 

Israel. 

completely new games for the 
Oric-I: Trek, and a four-game 

compendium, which were laun: 
ched at the Midland Computer 
Fair last week. The games were 
produced in conjunction with 
Oric Products, and will be 
marketed jointly 

Salamander Software, 27 Dit- 
chling Rise, Brighton, Sussex 
BNI 4QL 

Well known for its Spectrum and 
ZX81 best sellers, Psion has pro- 
duced its first two cassettes for 
the BBC micro. 

They are Vu-Cale and Vu- 
file, at £14.95 each mail order, 
which are already available for 
the Spectrum. 

Psion, 2 Huntsworth Mews, 
Gloucester Place, London NWI 
6DD 

Introducing Computers, a new 
book by computer journalist 
Malcom Peltu, is designed for 
anyone — from ‘child to pen 
sioner — who wants to know 
about computing, says the Na 
tional Computing Centre, which 
is publishing it at £5.50. 

National Computing Centre, Ox 
ford Road, Manchester MI 7ED 

Top Twenty programs for the Spectrum 

Flight Simulation 
Hobbit 
Transylvanian Tower 

Penetrator 

Night Flight 
Horace Goes Skiing 
Hungry Horace 
vu-3D 
VU-File 

Chess 
Arcadia 

Planetoids 

Planet of Death 
3D Tanx 
Schizoids 
Galaxians 

Sentinal 

Football Manager 
Escape 

Ground Attack 

Psion (1) 
Melbourne House (2) 
Richard Shepherd (9) 
Melbourne House (3) 
Hewson (13) 
Psion /M, House (5) 
Psion/M. House (7) 
Psion (4) 
Psion (6) 
Psion (10) 
Imagine (12) 
Psion (14) 
Artic (8) 
dk'tronics (15) 
Imagine (11) 
Artic (17) 
Abacus (—) 
Addictive (20) 
New Generation (19) 
Silversoft (16) 

Compiled by W. H. Smith. Figures in brackets are last 
week's positions 
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Two classic games repro: 
duced here for your ORIC-1 
Micro to test your mental 
Bailly and reflexes to the 

I. 
For the 48K ORIC-1 ONLY 
‘Only £7.80 inc. 

ALL PRICES FULL INCLUSIVE OF VAT AND P&P- 
NO MORE TO PAY 

All advertised software is in stock NOW and will be 
despatched within 48 hours of receipt of order. 

%* SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER - DEDUCT £2 yd 
FROM TOTAL WHEN ORDERING 3 CASSETTES! 

c:s IJK © 24 HOUR ANSAFONE 

Software 
Limited Telephone (0289) 21 
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Attention Vic 20 Owners 

Qualit 

Rescue the stranded scientists 
from the moon, 

STOP PRESS! 

NOW AVAILABLE FOR 
ANY VIC-20 

DEMON DRIVER. Guide 
the Demon Car down the 

void the killer 

LUNAR RESCUE. Rescue 
the stranded scientist from 
the moon. 

Simply complete the 
coupon below, 
indicating the number 
of copies required in 
the boxes provided, 
and post now to: 
LYVERSOFT 
66 Lime St, 
Liverpool L1 1JN 
or ring our Hot Shot 
Credit Card Sales Line 
on 051-708 7100 

SSS ES SS SS ES ES SS SE eS ee ee ee ee 

ll VIC-20 Machine Code Monitor @ £14.95 each Please debit my Access/Barclaycard (delete as necessary) ll 

Lunar Rescue @ £5.95 each Card 
ll ‘ For any] Number lI 

Demon Driver @ £5.95 each WiC20| enclose Cheque/PO for E 

|| |_| Arplebuatcreny Cimber 2 pack) @ £5.95 each II 
Nuclear Attack/Grand Prix (2 pack) @ £5.95 each ene 

[|] Hearts & Diamonds/Hi-Lo (2 pack) @ £5.95 each Address ll 

Ne Space Assault @ £5.95 each-For 3K & 8K VIC-20 Free Postage mainland UK oaly wow 



ONE MAN‘S VIEW 

Dark cloud 
over the 
micro 
market 

Everyone is talking optimistically about the growth of the micro 
market, but an ominous cloud hangs over the scene: the 
continuing bad news about delayed deliveries, faulty equipment, 
and inadequate after-sales service. 

Complaints about mail-order sales come, with maximum 
publicity, from the customers. As far as shop sales are| 
concerned, the dealers’ complaints are usually more discreet; 
‘but the public can’t fail to notice when machines just aren't 
‘available. In either case, the news tends to get around. 

The consequences in terms of loss of public confidence are 
all 100 obvious, But it's just as important to look into the 
reasons behind the problem 

Most potential purchasers of home micros are total novices 
who wouldn't know a bit from a byte. It’s reasonable to 
conclude, then, that price will be the main factor they will 
consider when deciding which machine to buy, with attractive 
specifications coming second in importance. 

The fact that exapansion to a fully comprehensive system 
may swamp the cost of the computer itself is disregarded at this 
stage, even if the possibilities for expansion are part of a 
particular machine's attractions. Home micro owners generally 
learn about the need for expansion the hard way, after a period 
‘of wrestling with cassettes and fighting for possession of the 
family TV 

Micro companies may feel that there is no point building 
some of the less obvious features — such as ability to connect up 
@ disk drive — into their machine, because novices won't 
lappreciate their importance anyway, But less important but 
‘more obviously attractive features, such as a small increase in 
the number of display characters. may be included even though 
they bump up the price. 

Behind such dubious choices lurks the suspicion that some 
ome micro specifications are drafted by people who don’t 
really understand the needs of the home computer user. It is 
fatally easy for a company to set up a basic computer system 
using standard components. It is just as easy to come a cropper 
in developing the system to a marketable form. Research on the 
practical aspects of the new micro may be limited by lack of 
capital, or the specification may even be fixed before its 
practicability’ has been demonstrated. 

The best way for companies to avoid trouble is to proceed 
with caution, and avoid adventurous innovation in the early 
stages. It may appear that a brand new process will avoid the 
need to pay royalties on copyright material, but the saving can 
|cost companies dear. 

In my view, the basic cause of the problems now affecting 
micro manufacturers is an over-confident approach coupled 
with limited capital resources and a limited understanding of the 
practicalities. Many companies venturing into the low-cost 
micro field are newcomers to computing — though even those 
with existing models are not immune to mistakes (where are 
those microdrives, Uncle?) 

While it continues to proceed in a disorganised way, the 
micro industry will never realise its full potential. Poor 
performance in one area of the market will prejudice progress in 
all the others. 

Don Thomasson, 

This space is for you to sound off about the micro scene, to present 
ouquets or to hurl brickbats, Share your views by sending them to Paul 
iptrot, Opinion, Home Computing Weekly, 145 Charing Cross Road, 

London WC2H OEE, Please include your occupation und your interest 
in computing. 
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Sound of the 
Dragon’s roar 
Dragons can now blow raspber- 
ries and sound like a piano, says 
J.C.B. (Microsystems) which has 
brought out a plug-in Sound Ex- 
tension Module costing £34.95. 

Sounds can be created either 
through a new BASIC command 
called MUSIC or by using pre- 
programmed effects, like explo- 
sion, gunshot, machine gun, car 
horn, ping and waves. 

Other effects include siren, 
laser, falling bomb, photon 
torpedo, American siren, birds, 
cars starting, cars passing, crash, 
munch and raspberry. 

J.C.B. says that setting up a 
three-note chord needs just one 
MUSIC command and that up to 
28 separate POKEs would be re- 
quired to do the same without the 
new module. 

Sound can company 
graphics without slowing down 
the screen display. 

The module includes two 
eight-bit input/output ports, ac- 
cessed by the new command, 

details 

together wit! 

Competitive 

We welcome programs articles and tips from 
our readers. 

PROGRAMS should, if possible, be computer 
printed to a width of 48 characters (use a 
new ribbon) and/or sent on cassette. Check 

carefully that they are bug-free. Include 
what your program does, 

works, variables you have used and hints on 
conversion. 

ARTICLES on using home com 
be no longer than 2,000 wor 
about your writing ire eg just try to keep 
to the style in HCW. Artici 
published will help our readers make 
use of their micros by giving useful ideas, 
possbibly with programmin 
will convert any sketched illustrations into 

finished artwork. 

TIPS are short articles, and brief 
programming routines which we can put 

others. Your hints can aid 
other computer users. 

rates are paid. 

Keep a copy of your submissions and include 
an SAE if you want them returned. Label 
everything clearly and give a daytime and 

home phone number if you can. 

Paul Liptrot, Home Computing Weekly, 
Charing Cross Road, London WC2H OEE 

which can control other devices. 
J.C.B. says the manual also 

shows how users can program 
their own sound effects, useful 
for those with knowledge of 
machine code. 

J.C.B. (Microsystems), 29 
Southborne Road, Bournemouth 
BH6 SAE 

Game for 
abet 

Five software titles for the Spec- 
trum have been launched by 
Micromega at £4.95 each. 

Two of them have two 
games on the same cassette and 
one also includes a version for the 
16K ZX81 

The titles are Roulette, 
Dominoes, and Blackjack and 
Craps on a tape called Monte 
Carlo, Brainstorm, which in- 
cludes Puzzler, and Spectrum 
and ZX81 versions of Gulpman. 

Micromega, 230-236 Lavender 
Hill, London SWI] ILE 

how it 

uters should 
is. Don't worry 

most Logit &. be 
etter 

examples. we 

145 



INTERFACE 24 (PIA CARD) 
Features: 
* Output source 1mA @ 1.5v. 
* 24 programmable Input/ 
Output pins. | 
+ Direct bit set/re-set capability. 

TTL/C Mos compatibility 
Automatic current limit of 2mA | 
for direct LED driving 

* Various mode of operation | 
allow for“Hand-shaking” or | 
direct bit or byte control 

Price £29.50 + VAT 

PARALLEL COMS 1 (CENTRONICS 
INTERFACE CARD) 

Features: 
* Full 8 bit Centronics 
Communications. 

* Contains 512 bytes of on Card 
iom, 

* 64 bytes of on Card Ram. 
* Busy, strobe and error hand: 

shaking support. 
* Four users selectable driving 

options. 
Price £49.50 +VAT. 

ROMBLO 1258 
EPROM PROGRAMME CARD 
Features: 
* Slot independent. * Software 
selectable programming supply 25v or 

RS 232 INTERFACE 
Features: 
* Full or half duplex operation with 

buffered receiver and 
transmitter. 21y. * Read Eprom. * Verify Eprom. 

* Blank Check * Verity programming. 
* Verify status prior to programming. 
* Partial programming. * Stop-list 
feature to examine errors. 
* Programmes 1,2,4 and 8K Eproms. 

* 18 programmable baud rates 
(50 to 19200). 

* Data set/modem control 
functions. 

* Software selectable word 
lengths, stop bits and Parity bits. Wj * 25 and 27 Series Emproms. PHOGEAD OST VAT 

Price £95.00 + VAT 
%* DISCOUNTS FOR DEALERS * NOW—ALL EX-STOCK DELIVERY * YOU CAN PAY BY ACCESS CARD * 
Namal Associates Limited, 25 Gwydir Street, Cambridge CB1 2LG Telephone: (0223) 355404 Telex: 817445 

NAMAL ASSOCIATES LIMITED 

AT LAST 
A ZX81 RAM 
PACK WITH 
A MOTHER- 
BOARD 

AND 
A FLEXIBLE 
ONNECTION 

WITH 
16K RAM FOR 

ONLY. 

SOUND 
AMPLIFIER 

WITH SPEAKER 
MAINS POWERED 
WITH SAVE/LOAD 

SWITCHING 
ONLY £8.95 

INTERACTIVE 
INSTRUMENTS LTD 

INTERACTIV 
GREAT 

LEI 

1 HOUSE 

SHUGART § $4300 
40 TRACK DRIVES 
COMPLETE WITH 
POWER SUPPLY 
AND STEEL CASE 

FOR ONLY 

IE PL PLEDGE — IF WE CAN'T DESPATCH WITHIN 5 WORKING DAYS £199 
RECEIVING YOUR ORDER — WE WILL RETURN AD 

THATS A PROMISE. FOR BBC 

AN EXTRA 32K FOR 
ONLY 
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DRAGON and 
Tandy Color Computer 
Software 

MAGIC SOFTWARE MACHINE £19.95 Over 50 programmes for the total ridiculous price of just £19.95 contains Adventures, Arcede-style action gam 

of the programs contained on this compendium 
‘bean previously on sale at up to £19,951 and require 32k! Tandy Coco Extended Basic 

Are your finances driving you mad? (()) 028000 rscion 
“PAC’ game you've ever soon * Works 

Do you find that working out your | In addition the ability to Lad hpi teal pL 
finances makes your head buzz? | search, locate. delete or Forced ies are alll ty atc 
Do you see red? correct previous entries. List * More sound, more action, more features then any ‘Pac’ 
Don't worry, now you can have by category facility is included. game in existence! Hilton's Petioarl beakine ‘Additional Bank Reconciliation Fry Pacroige for the outer limit pure, explosive arcade 
System on your side. giving you | module available to action! 
clear head start and automatically match your Bank emdy Cote 661) ane cewxioa Benen. Coxe te 
{hor .ully} putting you back Statomer to your Personal NINJAWARRIOR £8.95 on vou take 
into the black! inking System account control of your ninja an im from awhite belt, 1st Maintain permanent records Full instructions included and jarrior, Be prey t 
and fully detailed statements of guaranteed after sales Flaming firebo' 
your finances including: maintenance provided. 17 levels to overcome! 

ook transactions | » PBS ZX81 £8.95 (16K) jed Basic compatable 
pls + ZX SPECTRUM £9.95 (48K) eee ae + All standing order payments | % DRAGON £9.95(32K) mt oa 

Automatically Processed Hank reconciliation (for use with above! (5. PROGRAMMER’S 
(monthly. quarterly, six-monthly | Axor she So! your local computrstone GUILD (UK) or annually and for set number | ORDER m POST epecitviog » 
of payments) TRANSCASH ACCOUNT 302 9557 

Hilton Computer Services Ltd HILTON es (Dept ak} a svaise Road See Orpington, Kent BR6 9AX 
+ YOURPRS 1s NEVEROUTOF DATE « 

Introducing the AGF 

JOYSTICK 
INTERFACE 1 

for 

AHED HOUSE 
OSSETT 
WEST YORKSHIRE 

BAUST COMPUTING CONSULTANTS 
‘31 Peak Lane * Fareham:s Hants ¢ PO14 1RX 

Tel: Fareham (0329) 281480 

PROGRAMS FOR TRS-80 
(Please state model (| or Il) and memory size. Level 2 only) 

an er payer moreus of cng oe paying Ye tous tay game thatthe MONOPOLY gue nat eluaes with peg nates ‘avae casvele £1.86 ssn/0s ma -Oex EGS cswe fpackong foe VAT MEAT NEXT/MOTHS/(MEW WORLD: Tree games io exc, lataloe wise you a you 
WHAT NEXT: Hops you rete your aopenens next move. Thnk abou he opponries tat 
Bre us» peng mot eat you barket encour belo & buds wo ts hone? NEw WORLD: Popates « meaghare wen now covert and oan E8Ch fw wots 

Spectrum 

Sinclair - 

no canine £3.98 S850. SS80T AS Proes nce 

Smruactie oot « a Paths ig cs scion: pram sesso yar wea os oe otc in Saves Sears oarnerine Rares le cane Sa mona floss vce cacy pf Sree tne crn lon sonar ther oo pace. Bu pyr omni SE Sea Aes oS esd ie Renee pn aoc es eens eS Sheba ais acre oi nciny pan ovat 
BUSINESS 
QUICK.CHANGE: Price it eotor ices of sgl erties or whole bss changed by user chosen factors Minmum system requeed 16K level it please sate momary bo or Saxate Syste uctons acces cansede ERAS s300/ 0 ew dak EIZS ncubve Of pacng. 
‘COMMISSION-82: Caicuiates commassion pay lot those small busmesses, No sat eouctons insructons cused cassetie E28 8384/60 in -aA ERAS eA OIDSCAD, pon VAT ena 
BSQUOTE-81: Scscess quaatons. emprove om. oxand wih consatency yet have taxbie scjaseertiaciors Comes wih 30 ine Herat page wh bull teks roa hers a you ‘ee. Recall e-vse/ts any pages Run WHAT analyses. optmse quotations manese Pests Requees 45K twer'Sk systema Program and Speraing nstchons, Win Saat Eres pos vat 
NEWS. 00: Purpose writen NEWSAGENTS reat sccovning package Alpractcalestrestor £20 io 2000 accours BILLINGS, CHANGES. ROUNOS. HOLDS STOPS. AD DEBTORS ee, se Get ine ce a atin cose Sytem reurerrts sk we 380/00 Sates 3 ree aoe 1 Progam and operaing neuctons br vernon # other verwan aveabie) Keersnene 4500.00 58 VAT 

FROM: MA/MRS/MNISS 
‘ADDRESS 

SEND CWO, ONLY TO: AGE HARDWARE, ePT__HCWIT 
25 VAN GOGH PLACE, GOGNOR REGIS, WEST SUSSEX PO72 98 

cory [item Trewpnice | TOTAL 
INTERFACE MODULE I 2095 
JOVSTICKISI 78 OPERATING SYSTEM 

MINDOS: A.sronses subset of Azparat's NEWDOS+ Ths can be supped #requred to ru SOFTWARE AS TICKED ON UIST 
SOFTWARE AS TICKED ON LIST 

TREO 2X SPECTRUM Pee tek FINAL TOTAL ‘bean eines weLcout Eon mics x aricaTon 

Shove 40 wack Ssh packages. ase! | only Abrdges mauctons Housed S80 fan sk Eis.00 pece nets pacing. post ans VA 
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LETTERS 

Get ET right 
Thank you for reviewing by 
program ET (April 26-May 2). I 
would just like to make a few 
points that the reviewer 
overlooked. 

The instructions program 
is only intended to be used once 
to give you the idea of the 
game. You have the choice of 
seeing the instructions or 
loading the main program. 

The maze is twice the size 
of the screen so that when you 
move to the edge of the screen, 
the maze scrolls across the 

screen (I have not seen any 
other program use this method 
before). 

As it being ‘Well-nigh im- 
possible to get hits in the fourth 
stage. | would agree with this on 
level 1, but the game has nine 
skill levels, and 1 very much 
doubt that the reviewer would 
be able to get through the 
Asteriod Belt stage at skill level 
9. 

The program also has the 
facility to save and reload the 

Hi-score and Hi-scorers name. 
Nigel Stuart, Altrincham, 
Cheshire 

My Lynx’s 
colour bar 
problems 

On the 27th of March I bought a 

Lynx at my local micro shop. 1 
quickly caught the bus home and 
plugged itn. I fiddled about with 
it and tried loading in the 
demonstration programs, but 
they would not load. 

When I pulled the cassette 
lead out of the back of the Lynx 
the protective black coating came 
off the socket, and I noticed that 
a wire was unsoldered. So I rush- 
ed the Lynx back to the shop the 
same day and they fixed it for me. 

That night, while I was usit 
the Lynx, I noticed thin bars of 
purple shooting across the screen. 
So I took it back to the shop the 
next day and tried it there, but it 
seemed to be perfect. 

I took it home and tried 
d two black and 

s, two colour TVs, but the 
es were still there. I returned to 

the shop the next day, where they 
swapped it for another Lynx. 

On this one there were no 
bars, but no colour either — just 
black and white. So [took it back 
— by this time the assistants must 

Send your letters to Letters 
Home Computing Weekly, 145 
Charing Cross Road, London 

WC2 OEE. Don't forget to name 
your computer — the best 

letter could win £5 worth of 
software. Queries cannot be 

answered on this page 

have thought I was mad. No pro- 
blems in the shop, so once again 
they gave me a new machine. 

At home the computer was 
the same. No colour, just black 
and white. I tried this machine on 
several of my neighbours’ TVs — 
a Sony, two Hitachis, and a 
Grundig, but still no colour. 

So the next day I returned to 
the shop and got my money back. 
No | am looking for an Atari 800 
— better luck next time, I hope! 
‘Wayne Swift, Bradford 
Riva Gould, of Camputers, said: 
“Though there were some colour 
problems with the very early 
‘models of the Lynx, these have 
now been sorted out. 

“1 don't know what was 
causing Mr Swift's problems, but 
I wish he'd written to us — we're 
here to help, and all our dealers 
have a hotline to Camputers to 
deal with queries like this." 

You win 
some... 
I read with interest Artic Com- 
puting’s letter in issue No. 8, 
and noted that in issue no 1, 
that very bug was spotted by 
Ray Elder in his review of Ship 
of Doom 

Congratulations to Mr 
Elder and your magazine in be- 
ing, as far as 1 know, the only 
ones to have noticed this. It 
gives me confidence in the stan- 
dard of your reviewers, and 1 
shall certainly take note of the 
future reviews you publish 
John Ellis, Bristol 

. - -you lose 
some 
I feel I must correct the great in- 
justice done by your reviewer 
R.H. to Elfin Software’s 
brilliant Tobor program for the 
48K Spectrum. 

It is not, as the reviewer 

jumps to conclude, a Pac-Man 
game, but a derivative of the ar- 
cade game Berserk. His com- 
ment that ‘you can only fire in 
the direction you are moving’ 
is not a program fault at all — it 
is a feature of Berserk. 

I really do not understand 
the comment about unrespon- 
sive movement. Although I will 
admit that the playing keys are 
a little difficult to master. 1 
found the program extremely 
responsive. Tobor remains one 
of the best programs in my col- 
lection. 

I would like to add that 1 
have no connection whatsoever 
with Elfin Software! 
Raymond Blake, 
Essex 

Oric has lost 
its edge 
Although I have no wish to start 
another BBC vs Spectrum war, 
so far all the reviews of the 
Oric-1 I have read have been 
convinced it will wipe the floor 
with the Spectrum. Not so. 1 
myself have a 48K Spectrum, 
but recommended a friend to 
buy the Oric. After using it, he 
decided to take it back and get a 
Spectrum instead, although he 
gave it three chances (and ex- 
changed it three times). 

The Oric's operating 
system is better, especially the 
famous sound channels, but it is 
more difficult to program. 
There is no syntax checking, 
and the report codes are far 
more confusing than everyone 
has let on. 

The tape lead supplied had 
a three-pin DIN socket on 
either end instead of jack plugs 
No tape recorder could be 
found to connect to it, so we 
ended up rebuilding a DIN 
socket with jack plugs. 

The Orice has no verify 
command, and you have the 
choice of two loading speeds — 
amazingly slow and accurate, or 

Rayleigh, 

amazingly fast and inaccurate. 
Editing is a pain, Now that 
Sinclair has dropped its prices, 
the Oric has lost the marginal 
(but solid) hardware lead it 
originally had. 

A final point — the Na- 
tional ZX Users’ Club has now 
been wound up, so all you ZX. 
owners, a minute of silences 
never shall they be seen again at 
a stand in a ZX Microfair. 
Everyone get out their 
hankies. .. 
John Shiali, London N4 

ZX Exchange offers oppor- 
tunities to make informal postal 
contact with other ZX81 owners 
in the UK and abroad, and is 
especially relevant to your readers 
who live in rural areas, or who 
have no local user group. 

The main objective of ZX 
Exchange is to promote self-help 
and amateur program-writing. 

Members of ZX Exchange 
receive the periodic newsletter 
ZX Broadsheet. For further in- 
formation, contact me at the ad- 
dress below. 
Nick Godwin, 4 Hurkur Cres 
cent, Eyemouth, Berwicks TD14 
SAP 

An interesting 
addition 
‘As anew 48K Spectrum owner, 
I've found your magazine to be 
most helpful and interesting. 

I was particularly pleased 
to find a compound interest 
program is issue number four, 
and have found the following 
lines useful for a more serious 
application: 
409 LET n=$ 
430. INPUT 
period starting’ 
“sin how m any years time’’,t 
432 LET u=t+10 
433 CLS 
452 PRINT AT 2, 0; “YEAR”; 
AT 2, 10; “AMOUNT” 
453 PRINT AT n, 1; t; AT n, 
12; a 
434 LET t=5+1 
455 LET n=n+1 
456 IF _u THEN GOTO 440 
458 IF INKEYS“”” THEN 
CLS: GOTO 460 
459 GOTO 458 
Andrew Osmond, 
Herts 

“for ten year 

Watford, 
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LETTERS 

Copyr ene 
confusion 
After the recent arguments 
about the copying of cassettes I 
would like to comment on 
another aspect of the copyright 
law. 

On all cassettes it states 
that you are not allowed to lend 
or re-sell the cassette without 
the publisher’s permission. 

But while reading the 
classified pages of many 
magazines it is noticeable that 
the computers are nearly always 
sold with some software. Surely 
the software adds to the amount 
of money the seller is expecting 
for the transaction. This is in 
fact selling the program which 
is illegal. 

ince people spend up to 
£100 on software it seems unfair 
‘on them if they couldn't sell it 
in some way and without the 
computer this software is 
almost unusable to them. 

But it is also unfair on the 
author that they do not get the 
chance to sell their cassettes to 
the buyer and they do, I would 
think, lose money. 

The selling of software on- 
ly adds to the confusion which 
exists in the copyright law and 
it’s about time it’s looked at 
again and made more clear to 
everybody. 
G.E. Pritchard, Cardiff 

Save my 
variables! 
I wonder if any of your readers 
can explain to me why on such a 
comprehensive machine as the 
Lynx you cannot save variables? 

Trealise that youcan save the 
programs you actually write, but 
this isn't alot of use if you write a 
personal banking program, data 
base or address file where alot of 
additional data needs to be saved 
in the form of variables. 

May I say I think Lynx have 
misrepresented their product. I 
think you will agree if you read 
their leaflet that you are led to 
believe you can save programs on 
the Lynx just as you can on say 
the Spectrum or Oric. 
P.E. Lawrence, Orpington, Kent 

Joe Lang, of Computers, said: 
“The following short routine can 
be added to any Lynx program as 
@ CODE line and will save 
variables, PROTECT levels and 
INK arid PAPER colours: 

1000 CODE EB 21 F6 61 E5 2A 
IF 62 ES 21 00 0 C3 FF 3E 
1010 REM “program name” 
1020 CALL LCTN (1000), 
LCTN (1010) 
1030 REM “program will run 
from here"* 

“Save your program by us- 
ing RUN 1020. The program is 
contained in line 1010. To load 
the program, use MLOAD 
“program name”. The program 
will automatically run from the 
line following that containing the 
CALL LCTN. 

“This program will appear 
in the next edition of the Lynx 
‘owners newsletter, which is 
available free 0 everyone who 
sends in their guarantee cards.”” 

Fighting 
talk 
To all those who have had pro- 
blems with computer companies 
who don’t deliver on time, 
here’s my advice. 

Persevere. Ring and ring 
until they get sick of the sound 
of your voice. If they offer or 
send your money back, tell 
them they are breaking the con- 
tract (because that’s what it is). 
Say that if they don’t pull their 
socks up you will issue writs 
against them. 

It works — I’ve tried it. 1 
was order number $ with Oric 
International, and 1 waited 
almost five months for mine. 
But after sending them the draft 
of a letter “expressing my 
views", which was to go to a 
computer magazine, they got 
worried and after 2 days, there 
was my Oric. 

My last word is don’t give 
in, and if need be, stop all 
payments (if you use a credit 
card) until you get it. Good luck 
with the arguing... 
R. Whitfield, Chelmsford, 
Essex 

Out with the 
old in with the 
new 
Thank you for including my 
cassette Venture in your last lot 
of cassettte reviews, but unfor- 
tunately it would appear that 
your reviewer relied on past 
knowledge of a much older ver- 
sion of this cassette. 

For well over three months 
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Venture cassette has replaced 
the Bomber game with a ‘Blitz’ 
type game. Also, the 16K & 48K 
versions has been replaced with 
a dual load version for 16K or 
48K AND an additional three 
compulsive games are included 
at no extra cost. 

This cassette is as advertis- 
ed in my full page advert in the 
first issue of Home Computing 
Weekly and is sold as a ‘value 
for money’ cassette. 

This new Venture cassette 
is available from several com- 
puter shops in north of England 
and sells reasonably well with a 
fair percentage being sold on 
‘recommendation’ of friends. 
One major difference with Ven- 
ture is that the pictures on the 
front of the cassette sleeve is 
honest in that it shows actual 
games. 

This is unlike the majority 
of cassettes which are blatantly 
breaking the Trade Descriptions 
Act by showing pictures which 
bear no relation to the actual 
content. 1 for one am not 
prepared to splash pictures of 
space men & rocket ships on a 
sleeve unless game actually con- 
tains the graphic thus shown. 
G.A. Bobker, G&J Bobker, 
Bury, Lanes 

Our apologies to Mr Bobker, 
but our reviewer is innocent — 
he reviewed exactly what he was 
sent. Clearly one of the old ver- 
sions of Venture must have 
turned up in the office 
somewhere. Still, nothing Ven- 
tured, nothing gained. . 

A question 
of character 
In your magazine of 12-18 April 
you included a character 
redefiner by Mare Freebury. 1 
was most intrigued by this pro- 
gram and loaded it into my 
Atari 800. 

It worked OK, except for 
the inversion part which only 
printed blanks. However, I 
traced the problem to lines 3030 
and 3070. If the GOSUB 6200 is 
changed over, it works perfect- 
ly. 

T hope this will be useful to 
others like myself. I only started 
this hobby in February this 
year, and find it very satisfying. 
Incidentally, 1 am over 60. 
H.G. Woodman, Wembley, 

lesex 

Fast work by Ti 
In these days of long delays and 
bad service by some companies 
to their customers, I would like 
it to be known that there is one 
company at least who look after 
their customers — namely 
Texas Instruments. 

Last week I phoned TI to 
ask about loss of colour on my 
TI99/4A. Their technician 
diagnosed this fault as a faulty 
modulator, and within four 
days a new modulator had 
arrived by Securicor Parcel 
Service. 

What about that 
service, par excellence. 
W.D. Roberts, Colwyn Bay, 
Clwyd 

TI progam 
power 

for 

1 just wrote to say congratula 
tions for an excellent magazine. 
Having bought all six issues so 
far, I've found that Home Com- 
puting Weekly is worth every 
penny. 

1 myself own a TI-99/4A, 
and the series of graphics pro- 
gamming routines for this com- 
puter has given mea lot of help in 
my own games programming. 
Many thanks to David Gray who 
wrote the series, 

Please keep up the good 
work — and more competitions 
and game revies please! 

on Dawson, Workington, 
Cumbria 

Alteration 
altercation 
1 read with interest Mr 
Casson’s “alterations” to my 
character generating program 
(Letters, issue 8). While line 
2005 is indeed a print error, 1 
think he will find that line 1030 
renders his other corrections both 
unnecessary and inefficient. 

Mr Casson has also 
overlooked the fact that the pro- 
gram is for designing charactes, 
not changing them. The reason 
for this becomes all tool obvious 
when you change characters in 
use on the screen, in particular 
‘ _*, which produces amusing 
but illegible displays. 
Grant Privett, Waltham Cross, 
Herts 



A NEW SERIES FOR 
FIRST TIME 

“Learning to Use” is a new series 
of books which introduces 
newcomers to the most widely 
used micros in the marketplace. 

The books assume absolutely 
no knowledge about computers 
and the reader is shown even the 
most fundamental operations 
such as “switching on” and 
“loading a program”. The books 
lead the reader through simple 

programming and then on to 

graphics, with several programs 
which show how to achieve 
pictures and even animation! 

The user-friendly approach is 
consistent throughout the text — 
not only are program listings 
clearly shown, but in many cases, 
a photograph is included to show 
what the program looks like when 
actually loaded and run! 

All books in the series are £5.95 
(incl. postage). r-7 — 

aie! | Order Form to: READ-OUT BOOKS AND SOFTWARE. ! 
NEWTECH PUBLISHING LIMITED, 8/9 FORGE COURT, . 5 

1 READING ROAD, YATELEY, Nr. CAMBERLEY, SURREY. 

Seen eeeeeeee= 

I 24 Hour Answering Service. Telephone 0252 510331/2 | 

Name : 
: 1 i} 

To be published , + 1 
April-June 1983 1 iwieseae I 

J] ‘@Neech Pobihing ut Jenclose my cheque for € =n 
Learning to Use the Oric 1 Please debit my Access Signed 

Computer (April) (Cheese FREED Deaton _oml 
Learning to Use the Commodore _§ [NOW AVAILABLE i] 
64 Computer (May) Please sendme......copy/ies ["]LeamingtoUsethe PET Computer [Learning to Use the ViC-20 Computer 

Learning to Use the Lynx bane ee acne Hceainceete ! inl poxage Boscting Citar Specrum Leigh Dragon Computer (June) | | Bin se aSpatrceimerys TJteamingto Use the Ape RE esig the i] 

1 To be published 
1 

Please reserve for me, and send to me on publication my copy/ies of 
R _ | atiates.s5each [learning to Use the Ore Learning Us the Lyne i] 

glee post & packing) Learning to Use the Commodore 64 | 
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NOW AVAILABLE FROM W. H. SMITH & SON 
AND JOHN MENZIES 

LVANIAN 
ER 

Ag —_ = | i 
adventure for the ii 
48K Spectrum 

RICHARD’ SHEPHERD 

SOFTWARE 

TRANSYLVANIAN TOWER 
Aspine chilling adventure ... enter via the dungeons 
navigate your way through 500 3-D rooms ... survive the 
swooping vampire bats ... reach the terrifying top ... and 
rid the world of the evil Count Kreepie! 
Can you survive the top of The Tower? © 
Full save routine for use during the hours 
of darkness! 
48K Spectrum. £6.50. 

Also available by mail order 

SHIP OF THE LINE 
Command, a sailing ship ... juggle your 
supplies, crew and firepower... fearlessly“ 
battle your way up the admiralty ladder, bribe 
Sea Lords as necessary ... until you make First 
Sea Lord! Full save routine. 48K Spectrum. £6.50. 

RICHARD SHEPHERD 

teaitlileledtend 
Credit Card Hotline 0628 21107 

‘An adventurous game of 
strategy and planning for 
the 48K Spectrum 

RICHARD SHEPHERD 

SOFTWARE 

EVEREST ASCENT 
Conquer the world’s highest peak in defiance of all the 
obstacles, men and nature can throw at you ... survive 
avalanches ... cross bottomless crevasses ... cope with 
wayward Sherpas — but don’t run out of supplies! 
Full save routine. 48K Spectrum. £6.50. 

Also available by mail order 

SUPER SPY 
A global spy chase through complex puzzles, 
coded messages and 3-D mazes. Follow Dr. 
Death's trail... locate his secret island ... discover 

@A, the entrance to his lair ... but it doesn’t end 
there! A different solution every game. Full 
save routine. 48K Spectrum. £6.50. 

BUY TWO.GETEI OFF 

ADDRESS 

EPHERD SOFTWARE 



Micro action — and our 
| ; rears 5%] 
Eyes down for 
a selection of 
the latest 
games to speed 
up your 
reactions — 
and your heart 
rate. Star 
ratings and 
comments 
from our team 
of reviewers 

Escape from 
Orion BBC 32K 

Hop 

ining. sereens with 
graphics, The astronaut 
pare ps 

ay up la 
find them 

The cor 

of fast missile 
nd 

ect which 
tis the first program I ha 

The difficulty levels are 
1 but getting 

alls for real skill, Th 
are well placed and 

offers 
unlike 

KKK * 

reaction 
Skyhawk 
vic-20 
£7.95 

Quicksilva, 13 Palmerston Rd, 
Southampton SOI 1LL 

Skyhawk is a defender-type 
game in which you pilot a plane 
and try to protect a town from 
enemy fighter bombers. Your 
plane can travel both left and 
right at one of three speeds, and 
takes off vertically. 

The action takes place over 
a nicely-drawn town which 
scrolls smoothly in both 
directions depending on your 
direction of flight. The enemy 
aircraft attack in waves of 
increasing numbers from either 
direction, and you can see 
actual deployment and number 
of enemy on a small radar 
screen. 

The fuel and missile 
supplies of your plane are 
limited — you must replenish 
them by landing on one of the 
available landing stages. But the 
enemy will try to destroy the 
landing points before you can 
get there! The aim of the game 
is to simply survive and destroy 
as many of the aliens as 
possible. 

Overall a well-made 
program which —_uses 
multicolour mode and 3D 
effects. Animation is smooth 
and effective. 

But control of the plane is 
by joystick only — a bit silly, 
since many VIC owners do not 
‘own joysticks. 

I feel too, that the concept 
lacked originality. Bearing in 
mind the effort being made by 
Quicksilva to extend its cut of the 
market, I would like to see some 
brighter ideas than this. 

In spite of my reservations, 
though, this is an addictive and 
difficult game which represents 
good value. AW. 

instructions 50% 
playability 70% 
graphics 80% 
value for money 80% 
xk 

per 
16K 2X81 
£4.95 

Quicksilva, 13 Palmerston Road, 
Southampton, SOI 1LL 

didn’t find the blurb for this pro- 
gram very helpful in understan- 
ding the game, in spite of the 
writer’s vivid imagination; but the 
game itself was better. 

Damper puts you in a city on 
an alien planet; mysterious black 
blobs are attaching themselves to 
the power cables, moving around 
the grid and sapping the city’s 
power supply. Your job isto move 
a grid runner around the wires, 
damping down the power while 
avoiding the aliens. 

The game loaded and ran 
with no problems; there are op- 
tional instructions displayed at the 
start of the programme. 

There are five ‘dampers’ for 
you to avoid; they move in an ir- 
regular wave up and down the 
grid, and if your timing is not 
precise itis very easy to get caught! 

‘Thegraphics are clear and the 
controls are quick without being 
over-sensitive. You have three 
‘lives’ (plus bonus if you become 
good at the game) and the speed 
increases as the game progresses. 

Scores are displayed, and at 
the end of each game there is a 
“hall of fame’ display; the players 
with the highest scores may enter 
their names. There is also a facility 
for saving the game. 

1 found Dampers a 
straightforward game, without 
frills, but with enough difficulty 
involved to prevent the pl 
from becoming bored 
everytime I thought I had the 
knack of avoiding the ‘dampers’ | 
managed to get caught. 

Glooper is a relative of 
Quicksilva’s Munchees, fun to 
play and competently produced. 

yer 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 
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TI-99/4A PROGRAM 

Bank on 
your micro 
to check on 

your 
cheques 

How much is in your bank 
account? Don't wait for a 
statement, Anthony Gray's 

program for the TI-99/4A wi 
tell you straight away, and help 

your budgetting 

Keep an eye on your spending 
with my bank account program 
for the TI-99/4A. It allows the 
initial balance and a series of 
transactions to be maintained 
and manipulated. 

Each entry consists of an 
amount, a date, a cheque 
number and some details. 

‘The amount is entered as 
the number of pence — a 
negative number is a debit and a 
positive number represents a 
credit. Dates are entered in the 
form dd/mm/yy and are check- 
ed for validity. 

The cheque numbers and 
details are arbitrary strings of 
up to 15 and 56 characters 
respectively: extra characters 
are discarded. This means two 
transactions can always fit into 
a record on a cassette tape. 

When the program is run 
you are asked for the data and 
the following menu of options 
is displayed, chosen by pressing 
the appropriate letter: 

N set New date and/or new 
initial balance 

B determine the new Balance 
after transactions 

1 Input details of an account 
from a cassette file 

© Output. Save details of the 
‘account on a cassette file 

Add a new entry to the ac- 
count 
Change an existing entry 
Remove an entry from the 
account 
Sort all the entries accor- 
ding to their dates 
Terminate, Quit the pro- 
gram 
You should only need to 

follow the instructions on the 
sereen, but bear in mind the 
following points: 

4 2 mn > 

An entry is specified by its item 
number (1, 2, 3...) 
When you want to change an 
entry, that entry will be 
displayed along with another 
menu. Press the appropriate let- 
ter for the option you require 
When asked a question with a 
yes or no answer press Y or y 
for yes and N or n for no 
‘The program has been designed 
to be as robust as possible, 
however, there are certain er- 
rors with tapes which cannot be 
detected and prevented, so take 
care. 
No attempt is made to ensure 
that only integer values are in- 
Put as amounts or that values 
do not become too large. 
Numeric errors of this kind do 
ot cause the program to fail, 
but will give wrong results. 
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TI-99/4A PROGRAM 

160 BE CONV (Se) =10NVABE(G8)~48} “ABE (SED (88,2, 1))-a0 

1000 Tr tTNOEN=24INT (2NDEX/2)) 650 THEN 

nero Tr cen70) +l0¥110)THEN 2040 ELSE 7060 
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334 nen 2308 ELSE 
marsh pare) (YEAR ABI 
(arg Os0ge YEAR LODeMONTHN 

-/-asKon (OnTE®, 29407 “AEDs DATES, 3,208 

raat Se see ea eC eee no ie ie eee gas 

Surv “enenge onict 
io tp cinoexcny sc 

| Eaten 

BBC Microcomputers 

Model 8 apie 
BBC Model B with 1.2 0S 
Model 8 with disc interface 
Single 100K disc drive . 
Dual 2 * 100K disc drive...... ial 
The disc manual and utilities disc are both included 
Disc intertace for the BBC Micro 
Kit. 
Fitted... 
Upgrade o 0% - £90.00 
Please telephone for up to date information on Prestel. Teletext 
speech synthesis, second processors, etc. 

TORCH Computers 
2-80 Disc Pack for the BBC Microcomputer £895.00 
This unit connects to the BBC Micro in the same way as anormal 
disc drive, but as well as offering a dual 2 x 400K disc drive for use 
under BBC BASIC or other languages it provides the option of 
sing the wide range of CP/M software available for business and 
data processing applications. The firmware supplied with the 
machine allows switching between BASIC and CPN, a powerful 
operating system developed trom CP/M 2.2. 
{In addition to the disc pack a second processor is supplied. Thisis 
a_2-80A with its own 64K RAM card, communicating with the 
6502A in the BBC computer through the ‘Tube’ Typically the 
speed of execution of programs under the twin-processor system 
is increased by up to 50% compared with a conventional single- 
processor computer. A third processor. the 16 bit 68000, will 
shortly be available 
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- £399.00 
£399.00 

SIR Computers Ltd., 91 Whitchurch Road, Cardiff. 

32S IF Sonic haetingeny onic Sos 3i50 Comme 2ibers-se0etc bors ROC 1s) 
Bip fe Comets \owitermen zamo ese zes0 
devo Ir tencevaies too berate 
reo tr 

Fr coro Sno 
360 REN Remove entries. 

Ppsbelete nie entryrrass 
dove Teves 

35 SR ag Tete te enter 
3200 Renter oniriees 3210 Cat Cota 

SIR COMPUTERS LTD — CARDIFF 
Agents for Acorn, BBC and TORCH Computers 

TORCH CF240 vsssseses .. £2798.00 (ex VAT) 
This is an extension of the BBC microcomputer /Torch disc pack 
system, available in a single unit. The computer contains a BBC- 
based peripheral processor connected to the main Z-80 computer. 
‘a dual 2 * 400k disc drive as described above. a high resolution (80 
character) colour monitor and a complete British Telecom 
approved 1200 baud modem. It is the only microcomputer which 
has been granted permission for direct connection to the Public 
Switched Telephone Network both in the U.K. and the United 
States, 
Tne TORCH can communicate either directly with another TORCH 
or with virtually any other type of computer via Prestel. Using the 
Gateway facility of Prestel it is possible for the TORCH to access 
vast amounts of information stored by private organisations on 
public database systems. The Mailbox facility of Prestelaalso allows 
the use of electronic mail 
TORCH CH240/10 As above but with a 10 MB hard disc driv 
TORCH CH240/21 As above but with a 21 MB hard disc driv 

PERIPHERALS 
Seikosha GP 100A Printer £229.00 
Epson MX 80 F/T type 3 Printe '€399.00 
NEC PC 8023 Printer é £389.00 
Kaga 12” RGB Monitor £280.00 
‘Sanyo 14” RGB Monitor me ££270.00 
High resolution 12” black/green monitor £85.00 

‘SOFTWARE 
We currently hold in stock programs from the following suppliers! 
Acomsoft, AGF Software, Bug Byte, Computer Concepts, Data Base 
Software, Digital Fantasia, Gemini, Golem, IJK Software, LEvel 9 Soft- 
ware, Molimerx, MP Software, Program Power, Salamander Softw 
Software for All, Superior Software. 
Unfortunately. we are unable to supply software by mail except as part of a large order. Delviery by Interlink of any of the above items £10.00 
Unless otherwise stated all prices include VAT. 

Telephone: (0222) 21341 



Rainbow Enfield, Middlesex, ENS af, England, 
SCHARGEN’ & ‘DEMO’ for BBC A-B 

{Pant: Pull ocermatioa for bh the programs on ose tape. 
LANGUAGE TUTOR’ for BBC A-B, SPECTRUM, ACORN ATOM & VIC-20 (anexpanded) 

‘heal program fo the exam so revo, Key your on coke of orn 4nd Englih words, the program then presents them at random for Your Wanslation Youcan save your words on tape and ce your Own vocabulary Gaba. 
“LANGUAGE DATA TAPE" (for machines as above) fen German or French, hundreds of words re-arranged the language Luior program. roups ready to io ‘00 
“READ ARROWS’ for BBC A.B 
‘Xspeliog game for primary level string of words pas along the 1p ofthe screen, ‘hoot dome the mip words withthe ve arrow. Aft moving ame with eal 
‘locational valve 
‘ADDRESS BOOK’ or 16K & 48K SPECTRUM (state which) “This isthe one you have been waiting (or. Ideal for personal, business and club use ‘Menu driven Includes upto 100 characters per entry and commands Uke satch, ad ‘iter dlpiny, save, erase and print Al you wil ver need in a database 
“SDATAMASTER’ for VIC-20 (anexpanded) ‘Atal bt enble database program inclades a menu driven list of options like input. ‘ew, change output, load and cleat: Ideal for personal tad cub records. 

0 
“THE GREAT IBERIAN CRYSTAL’ for BBC A-B 
‘outed of ancomprambnganetre 0hisone so out Aig game as ou et Toose wid dogs on 8 man ing re ord? Willthe pels work for you. 

LITAIRE: for VIC-20 (anexpanded) the fama classic You normaly play with plastic pegs. Make your moves to leave the iat pe sanding i he mide posin, Sound ery Soe it Hour family entertainment 
SZAXX’ (oF VIC-20 (unexpanded) Shoot down the aliens with your laser, ot just from one ange but from three, some 
{good sound effects, rea fan iso 

panded) els can the cobra eat, you can move in all four direc ound, colour and ome turpis ‘0 tions. Another fine ge 

THE INSTITUTION OF 
ANALYSTS & PROGRAMMERS 

An association which endorses the status of its 
members, encourages their high standards, assists 
their careers and promotes their interests is the 
essential foundation of every profession. 
‘The Institution of Analysts & Programmers is the 
leading association for those engaged in systems 
analysis or computer programming for Commerce, 
Industry or Public Service. Membership of the 
Institution, as shown by the designatory letters 
Cmpn..AP., F.LAP., M.LA.P. and A.MLAP. is 
widely recognised and respected. The Institution is the 
supervising authority for the Copyright Register 
whose protective legal service is available to all 
(members and non-members) who write original 
programs. 
If your computer practice could make you eligible to 
join the Institution or if you wish to secure your right to 
royalties through the Copyright Register write or 
telephone 

01-898 2385 

The General Secretary 
The Institution Of Analysts & Programmers 
WYE HOUSE, TANGIER ROAD, RICHMOND, TWI0 SDW 

Let’s face it — the sound from your Dragon 32 
wouldn’t win any prizes at an Eisteddfod. What you 

need is a:- 

Dragon 32 

SOUND EXTENSION 
MODULE 

Fully-cased module plugs into cartridge port 
Provides 3 channels of sound; 3-note chords and 
harmonies over 5 octaves 
Uses new BASIC command. No need to ‘Peek’ or 
“Poke’ 
Many built-in sound effects (e.g. bomb, laser) 
Music and graphics can occur together without 
loss of speed 
Based on popular, well-proven sound generator 
Two Input/Output ports included 

@ User manual provided, with examples 

Cheque/P.O. to:- 
J.C.B. (MICROSYSTEMS) 
29, SOUTHBOURNE ROAD 
BOURNEMOUTH BH6 SAE 
Tel: (0202) 423973 

ONLY 

£34.95 
inclusive 

Write or phone for further details 

QUALITY 

PLASTICS 

Introducing our ‘new’ video games cartridge albums. 
Available in packs of five in an attractively designed outer 
box. Each album will take two cartridges designed to fit 
Dragon 32, Atari, Parker, Activision, Spectravision, Imagic 
and audio cassettes. 

AT THE SPECIAL PRICE OF 

£14.75 per pack inc. postage. 

Orders to: Quality Plastics 
13 Summerstown London 
‘Number of packs required . 

7 OBQ. 

Name .. 

ALL TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
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54 MEADOWCROFT, RADCLIFFE, MANCHESTER. M26 OJP TEL: 064 724 8622 

VIC-20 SOFTWARE 
QUALITY ARCADE ACTION GAMES FOR THE UNEXPANDED VIC-20 

Munch Man, Must be one of the best versions of this popular 
arcade game 3 lives, bonus fruit, power pills and 4 very in- 
telligent ghosts. Price only £5:00 
Scrambler. Race along the alien planets surface, bombing the 
fuel dumps and launching rockets, avoiding the asteroid 
clouds and mountain peaks. Price only £5:00 
Galaxions. Sheet down the alien invaders, but beware of the 
swooping attackers. Price only £5:00 
Asteroyds. Your ship is lost in an asteroid field, your only 
hope is to blast the oncoming asteroids. Price £5:00 
‘Gun Fight. Be quick on the draw, shoot your partner before he 
shoots you. a game of skill for 2 players. Only £5:00 
Super Breakout, The old favourite arcade game brought back 
to life. Knock out a full wall to gain another. Only £5.50 

All orders sent by return post. 

(MP) 
B.B.C. MICRO SOFTWARE 

“FIRIENWOOD" 
£6.50 + VAT 

‘Journey on a quest for the Golden Bird of Paradise in 
nis agventure game. Travel through caverns and a 
forest in a land. of Monsters and Magic where death 

itS around every corner 
You afe shipwrecked on a tropical island in this unusual 
adventure game. Can you survive and escape back to 
‘civilization, of will you end up in someones cooking pot. 
Sry it you dare! Wntten in Machine Code. 
’ fantastic high speed game in Machine Code with tll 
‘colour and sound. Can be played with or without joy 
Sticks Guide your robo! through an alien swamp and try 
to destroy the monsters that inhabit (Model B or 32K 
Model A’ User Pott) 

“SPACEGUARD™ Your ship is (rapped by aliens in this greal space game. 
New) ‘Your oniy chance is to destroy them whist avoiding the 
$80) var Ings ing are laying Can boplayed wit ot witout fy 

Sticks. Mode 2 graphics and sound. (Model B or 32K 
Model A + User Port) 

“INVADERS” ‘A fast moving space game, compiled in Machine Code. 
£6.50 + VAT It uliises Made 2 colour graphics and sound 
‘Al programs require 32K and run on all operating systems. Disk versions now 
available, Ask for details. Prices include postage within UK. Send SAE for full 
range of programs and price list or ask your local dealer. Trade enquiries 
welcome, 

COMING SOON — ORIC 1 SOFTWARE 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE: CHEQUES AND POSTAL 
ORDERS PAYABLE TO: 

“M P SOFTWARE” 

. MP 
SOFTWARE & SERVICES 

165 Spital Road, Bromborough, Merseyside L62 2AE 
TELEPHONE: 051 334 3472 

SURVIVOR” 
£6.50 + VAT 

£6.50 + VAT 
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Cosmic Fire Birds. (8K or 16K) This must be the most spec- 
tacular arcade action game, ever to be produced on cassette for 
the 8 or 16K expanded VIC-20. As captain of a star ship lost in 
space you encounter a miraculous force of winged creatures, 
known to the galaxy as the Cosmic Fire Birds. They loop the 
loop, the figure of eight, they swoop, they dive, can you sur- 
vive. Full screen display, 99 progressive levels of play, $ lives, 
bonus ship at 5,000 points, swarmers, bombers, leaders, 
hawks. Price only £9:95 
All our games are written entirely in 100% machine code, 
superb colour graphics and sound, 
Available mail order from the above address. 
Also available from Micro C Manchester, B&B Computers 
Bolton, Micro North, Bury and soon all good computer shops, 

Trade enquiries welcome. 

DRAGON and TANDY 
L.DEMON Machine Code Monitor GOLOUR/DRAGON cartridge £18.95 
‘A complete system for entering machine code programs, as reviewed in 
Popular Computing Weekly Vol2 Nod — “easy t0 use...'a useful tool 
reasonably priced’, 

Now for Tandy Color owners as well! 
2.DECODEMachine Code COLOUR/DRAC ‘cartridge £18.40 
This cartridge could save you a small fortune! DECODE converts TANDY 
COLOR BASIC programs to DRAGON BASIC and vice versa. Just load a 
TANDY tape on your DRAGON, or a DRAGON tape on your TANDY 
COLOR, and run DECODE to convert the program into the other BASIC! 
(Prove it works — convert it back again!) Now all you COLOR computer 
‘owners can take advantage of all that lovely DRAGON sofiware! 

Introductory price. 
3.DASM Machine Code DRAGON cartridge £18.95 

1¢ 6809 assembler for the DRAGON Computer. Assembly statement 
entered in BASIC mode and can be intermixed with BASIC statements. Use 
BASIC for load and save and for editing source — simple and no time wasted 
learning new commands. A sophisticated product for a demanding task 

COLOR/DRAGON cartridge £18.95 
cassette 7.95 

Action packed arcade game. Chase around the track destroying hordes of 
aliens — waich out for the mines! Uses keyboard or Joysticks. 18 skill levels, 
high resolution graphics, sound. Addictive! 
$.C-TREKBASIC COLOR/DRAGON cassette (7.95 
‘Super space adventure game, graphics and sound, destroy the Klingons before 
they get you. Real time operation (no time for tea). 
6. DESERT GOLF BASIC ‘COLOR/DRAGON 
High resolution display and good sound effects. 
7.POKER BASIC COLOR/DRAGON cassette £7.95 
Fast action, excellent graphics and sound, machine code assisted for speed! 
S.PIRATESAHOYBASIC — COLOR/DRAGON —_ cassette £7.95 
‘An adventure game. Solve the puzzles to find all the treasure — absorbing. 

BOOKS 
Leventhal — 6809 Assembly Programming, £12.10(p&p SOp) 
Authorised Distributors for Spectral Inc. USA, TSC Inc. USA, CSC Inc. USA 

Introductory offer — any three BASIC games for £19.95 
Order by ACCESS/VISA or cheque by telephone or post. 24 hour 

jone service. 

COMPUSENSE LTD 
Telephone: 01-882-0681/6936 

P.O. Box 169, 286d Green Lanes, 
Palmers Green, London N13 5XA 

4. SPACE RACE Machine Code 

cassette £7.95 





eorewah Bh Sitar top 
‘high-quality software for 

‘81 under the Sinclair label. 
was announced at the same 

i¢ the Spectrum was launch- 

hat the ZX81 would be sup- 
fully in parallel with the 
m, 

“We were aware that the 
rum was coming, and 

| worked with Sinclair to produce 
‘Horizons and a wide range of 
‘Spectrum software. We drop- 
ped everything to get Horizons 
‘ready by July”. 

David sees Horizons as a 
\good example of his aim with 
‘software in general — “to open 
‘up the eyes of the user to the 
possibilities of the machine’’, 
‘One side of the tape introduces 
the Spectrum and its functions, 
and the other contains a series 
‘of games which each show off 
fone aspect of the machine. 

Another program he par- 
ticularly likes is Flight Simula- 
tion, currently riding high in the 
Spectrum software charts, His 
enthusiasm was shared by one 
Satisfied customer in particular 
— an RAF squadron leader 
who wrote in to say how much 
fhe had enjoyed playing with the 

‘am. 
Flight Simulation shares a 

Jot of programming techniques 
with VU-3D, another best- 
seller. VU-3D is the first pro- 
gram to allow users to produce 
three-dimensional models of 
solid objects, complete with 
realistic shading, on the Spec~ 
trum. It took several program- 
mers five and half months to 
complete — the equivalent of 
fone programmer working for 
two and half years — and uses 
the same principles that are ap- 
plied in solid modelling systems 
for much larger computers. 

Another Spectrum first to 
hit the market soon is a version 
‘of Scrabble, to which program- 
‘mers were putting the finishing 
frouches when I visited. The pro- 

will have a vocabulary of 
usands of words, and is for 

up to four players — which in- 
cludes any of 
human and computerised op- 
ponents. If you so desire, you 
can watch four computer op- 
ponents play each other, all on 
different levels of play. 

Most of Psion’s 16 pro- 
grammers have computer 
science or math degrees, and 
three have PhDs. The odd one 
‘out is Stephen Kelly, who is 
now just 20, and left school at 
16 with few qualifications. 

He had to leave a job in 
Curry’s warehouse after hurting 
his back, and was unemployed 
for two years. Or perhaps 
unemployed is the wrong word, 
since he kept himself busy by 
getting hold of a ik and lear- 

in to Psion impressed David, 
and when Stephen phoned. in 
response to one of Psion’s ads 
for programmers, David invited 
him to London for an inter- 
view. He’s been with the com- 

him. He's a kind of genius in his 
own way”’. 

= Psion doesn’t use any 
freelance ‘programmers. “We 
like to concentrate on develop- 
ing in-house, because we think 

original i 
ly I think the discipline of work- 
ing in teams is" important. We 
have three or four people work-, 
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“We shipped six tons last Fri- 
day”. 

As head of a booming soft- 
ware business, does he ever 
regret leaving the academic 
world? He said: “Not remotely, 
T've never had so much fun in 



GD 
bring you 3 

Forte Air Traffie/ Ancien 8K Ws 160r4. 
ZXspectun Control 

YOUR TASK: to direct incoming srerat 
{rom holding stacks to runway ~ smoothly, 
‘ately and expeditiously 

ome eee een 
Pete rath me copy leopies 
of HEATHROW A.C. 
| enclowe remittance of 
(echeques/PO's payable to Hewson ‘YOUR INSTRUMENTS: Radar screen 

showing areratt cll sigs, blips and tral 
Four stack displays giving altitude, heading, 
speed and size 

Consultan) 
Peete debit my Access/Barclay account 
umber 
Signe. 

1 
1 
1 
i] 
J 
i] 
i] 

Name (block capita 1 
1 
1 
1 
i] 
1 
i] 
1 
1 

SEVEN levels of play inclding a 
‘demonstration mode. 

CChoowe an EASY mode to begin with — 
landing ight arerat any way you ea. Ares 
Progress to more TRICKY situations 
mixed ateraft, restricted sispace, minimum 
separation, outbound traffic. 

newit 
Postcode 

The ULTIMATE CHALLENGE — Send today to: Hewson Consultants, 
emergencies, unknown sircr 
font of a runway, iratrument failure Oxon, OX10 06L. 

(60s, St. Mary's Street, Wallingford, 

MOON STRIKE 
FOR THE SPECTRUM 

Aceurate Alien bom! fromall angles. 
No chance to sit back, t know you 
have only three lives! , 

3 100% Machine Code. . é 
% Brilliant colour Graphics anthsound. 
% Up to 130 moving Graphics on screen 

at any one time. > . 
%* Bonus Laser—high score facility. 

All this for just £5.95.inc. VAT. x 

Als available for the 2X81. Ne 
3 ang S-Rragram 1k-16k Megapa 
1k—3-play just £4.25. inte. VAT. ‘A 
16k—5-play just £5:25 inc. VAT. WW 

QUALITY SPECTAUM & 2X81 GAMES 

Spectrum LABYRINTH for 16K 
The 3-D maze challenge game for all ages. Thousonds of 
rondom mazes to give hours of fun. You select moze size. 

‘ction reploy — reve every step. Same maze option. 
Fost m/c code moves. only £5.95 

Spectrum SUPERBALL for 16k 
Bewore of lesser versions . . . this gome gives you 3 

versions of the popular breakout type challenge to test 
both beginner ond expert players. Con you unlock the side 
‘balls and control up to 3 balls in ploy ot oncel Very fost, 
m/c code action with super colour display. 1 or 2 players. 

Vorlous boll speeds. only £4.95 

ano cor tHe ZXBT 16k & 1K 
16K LABYRINTH — best seling predecessor to obove 

16K BREAKOUT 3 — 3 games in |. speed and bot options 
10H MILLEPEDE & ROAD RUNNER — 2 orcode ozton games 

10K CLASSIC 3 — Hongmon (450 words). Code-breck. Pais gome 
1M BUMPER 7 — IK gomes pack of 7 gomes 

Cech Consette £495 
For further details of all our programs contact_ 

~ usat: = = 
_Dialgrove Ltd, 10a James Street, ~ 
Condon WC2E 8BT. 01-240 7852. 

Please make Cheques and Postal 
payable to Dialgrove Ltd. 

Cheques/PO to: AXIS (U.K.) LTD., Dept. HCW, 
7) Brookfield Avenue, Loughborough, Leics. LEI 3UN 

‘Azo ovaloble trom leading computer stores 

CO CHGHD EH suemisos sxe] EERDECEEREEREEEEED axis Sorrwane— 
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Sell your 
unwanted 
Software! 

80% of original price paid! 
Any home micro! 

Special opportunity to get into 
games programmingwillbe 
enclosed with details sent! 

Spectrum 16/48K - ZX81 - VIC 20 - Commodore 64 
Dragon 32 - BBC A/B - Oric - Acorn Atom - Lynx 

and Newbrain. 

Send for full details to: 

COMPUTERHOUSE 

FREEPOST 
ILFORD 

ESSEX IG12BR 



Your help is 
needed to 
decode secret 
cyphers from 
our agents, 
now MI5's 
computer can't 
cope. Ray Elder 
sets the task 

You are in charge of MIS’s 
cypher decoding computer, 
represented by your ZX81, witha 
16K RAM pack, or Spectrum. 

‘The messages which are fed 
into the computer from agents 
are words split into two three- 
letter parts and the order of each 
part — the number combination 
— will mean different things to 
your boss. 

Hints on conversion 

Unfortunately the computer 
is malfunctioning. Instead of 
showing a steady display of work 
parts 1 to 16, it flashes each word 
up at random. 

Time is also running out, so 
you can only have 16 attempts. 

Can you match up the 
number of the two parts of each 
word... or is it the end of 
civilisation as we know it? 

Increase or decrease the 
number 16in line 690 to make the 

Can you crack the code 

before time runs out? 
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2X81 AND SPECTRUM PROGRAM 
- uT 

337 REN coRRECT RO 
393 REM = PRINT WORDS AND =% 

#2 CHECK FOR INPUT #= 
S99 REM 7 
480 PRINT AT 15,8; "PRESS ANY KE 

Vaio Let Veinr, (RND#2622) 
TF as(y) = “"THEN GOTO 41 

THEN GOTO 6ea 

REN 
REM #* GET INPUT,CHECK ## 
REM 

$02 PRINT AT_15,0, "ENTER THE NO“ 
+OF THE 1sT. PART. 
610 INPUT A 
615 PRINT AT 15,0;58 
820 PRINT AT 17 ENTER THE NO rp we zt 
OF é Ae 
838 BNENT Br 27, 9:58 3838 BOee Te og, "yoURSuacED 

taste 28 SRINT AT de) THE MESSRS ber 640 LET CH=Ag (AS + 
LET K=o 

650 FOR I=1 TO 15 STEP 2 
660 IF C$=0$(T)40$(I+1) THEN GO 

SUB 830 
679 NEXT I 

IF_K=® THEN GOSUB S00 

DRAGON 32/BBC MODEL B/ZX81 16K yh a mrectod 
SPECTRUM Disappointed with 

! his box office returns JAWS 
uy brings his GORY HABITS to 

the SPECTRUM in his very 
own ARCADE GAME, JAWS 

5 eats his way through a mixed 
You're stuck tn diet of DIVERS, BOATMAN, the 4th Division. JELLYFISH, SWIMMERS and 

FISH. You control JAWS in 
your team to the this FAST MOVING trail of 
European Cup? carnage. Avoid DEPTH : CHARGES, EXPLODING hamptons (ovon/ 006 JELLYFISH, HARPOONS, BASE INVADERS ARMED SCUBA DIVERS and 

EAT everything you can, 5 S.USER "DIFFICULT TO LIVES, SCRAMBLE type SEA BEAT. . ONE OF THE MOST uspensions. team BED, current and HIGH ADDICTIVE”. . 16848K transtes, subst SCORE, DEMO SCREEN, SPECTRUM VERSION OF BONUS LIVES, FASTER SPACE INVADERS, GAME FOR 10,000 POINTS, CURRENTLY THE FASTEST 
RECK HAVOC ON THE FOR THE SPECTRUM, SHIELD 

‘management 

Sneere HUMAN RACE. “THE BEST AVAILABLE if you can’t 
DEATH'S HEADHOLE (Ova GAME YET ANIMAL RIGHTS HANDLE THE ACTION 
90/88 8) Lead a rescue ORGANISATION” 16&48K £4.50. im of a mission of meey — SPECTRUM. 

£5.95 ONLY POST FREE Our classic adventure — 8848, 
YAHTZI Yee ood 

‘STRATEGY. More CHUNKY 
graphics from GARRY 

be Pordbrng on compete or practise if you 

LIONHEART! (Oregon only) 
1 Holy Lane tren te 

fan Saladin — £548 

Champions Death's Head Hole 0 Lionh sete : wish. SPECTRUM acts as tage casas UMPIRE, SCORE SHEET and pa DICE THROWER, Update your Aare: ’ ‘games cupboard for just 
£5.50. 48K only 

WORK FORCE, 140 WILSDEN AVE, LUTON, BEDS 
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THE Most EXCITING AND 
INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE EVER 

YOUHAVE NEVER SEEN 
ANYTHING LIKE IT— BECAUSE 

YES, ITS A MAGAZINE, BUT 
WITH NO PAPER. ITIS ENTIRELY 
‘WRITTEN’ ON MAGNETIC TAPE — 
READY FOR YOU TO SIMPLY 
LOAD AND RUN. 

UNBEATABLE VALUE 
AT ONLY £2.99 

ISSUE NO. 1 NOW 
AVAILABLE AT 

WH, SMITHS AND 
JOHN MENZIES.* 

*OR AVAILABLE BY POST FOR £2.99 (POSTAGE FREE) FROM 
SPECTRUM COMPUTING, 513 THORNTON ROAD, SURREY, CR46AR 

BESUREOF YOURCOPY Please commence 1am enclosing my (delete as necessary) cheque/ 
SUBSCRIBE NOW! my subscription from —_Pestol Orderinfematonal Maney Order lors 

issue No. 1 (May/June) ica eco Barclaycard (delete as necessary) 

[ I 

Please use BLOCK CAPITALS and include post codes 
Cutout and SEND TO: Subscription 

SPECTRUMCOMPUTING Rates 
513 London Road £17.94 for 6 issues UK ep ig pots Thomton Heath 
Surrey, CR46AR £20.00 foré issues by ADDRESS. 

overseas surface mail 

£24.00 for 6 issues by POSTCODE. ....0.00s000 
overseas mail 

(tick O as appropriate) 
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FEELING ADVENTUROUS? 
ASP Software Adventure Series 1 

THE WHITE BARROWS Program approximately 8K 
Somewhere amid this maze of burial chambers lurks an Evil Sorcerer whom you need to trap. Trouble is, he's protected by 
Trolls, Dwarves, Serpents and the occasional Dragon or two! Your magic staff will block the tunnel to prevent him escaping 
unless, that is, he outwits you. 

A real brain twister, White Barrows requires both brains and brawn from its players. It's no good just hacking your way 
through the Barrows and hoping to fall over the Sorcerer. Eventually you'll meet a Dragon, and they don’t hack easily! 
You'll need all your strength and cunning to survive this one for long. 
THE WHITE BARROWS Only £6.50 all inclusive! 

CONQUERING EVEREST Program approximately 11K 
You are in charge of an expedition comprising 18 climbers, 34 Sherpas and 40 Porters. There is food, tents and equipment 
for all, even the oxygen you'll need as you near the summit. One slight problem, it’s all at the BOTTOM of the mountain and 
you have to get it all up to the TOP! 

The monsters of this game are avalanches, starvation, storms and, worst of all, bad planning! A real, thinking man’s 
adventure, Everest will test your skills of forward planning to the limit. 
CONQUERING EVEREST Only £6.50 all inclusive! 

** SPECIAL DEAL ** Both programs on one tape for only £11.45 all inclusive! 

ASP Software Adventure Series 2 

CELLS AND SERPENTS Program approximately 11K 
More monsters than you ever thought could live behind your keyboard. Wander the hills in search of gold and glory but be 
very, very careful where you tread! There are things here that will make your wildest nightmares look like Julie Andrews. 
Fancy meeting a Mind Flyer, for example? Or how about shaking hands with an Asmodeus? (You'll only do that once!) 
Treasure is here to be found though...the hard way. 

See just how good you really are at adventuring with this practically unsurvivable fantasy. Not for the faint of heart or 
the slow of sword. 
CELLS AND SERPENTS Only £6.50 all inclusi 

STOCKMARKET Program approximately 11K 
There are other ways of making money than bashing Trolls on the head. Try this one for a change. Contend with a fluctuating 
economy, tax investigations, bullish opponents, impatient bank managers and consortium takeovers as you struggle to make 
your first million. 

It is decidedly difficult and definitely compulsive. A must for all those aspiring financial wizards, both young and old, 
the game has real family appeal as up to six people can play. It’s easy to learn but very, very hard to win! 
STOCKMARKET ‘Only £6.50 all inclusive! 

** SPECIAL DEAL ** Both programs on one tape for only £11.45 all inclusive! 

Our Adventure Series programs are available on tape for the following systems: 
Commodore VIC-20 (not available for White Barrows/Everest), Sharp MZ-80A and MZ-80K, Tandy TRS-80 Model 1, BBC Model B or 

32K Model A, Atari 400 and 800, Sinclair 48K zx Spectrum. 

Please indicate your selection in the coupon and give the relevant system. Please note that we CANNOT supply mixed orders 
‘on the combined tapes; A BBC Cells and Serpents with an Atari Stockmarket, for example. 

Fill in the coupon, cut it out and send it to: 

ASP Software, ASP Ltd, 145 Charing Cross Road, London WC2H OEE 

1 am enclosing my Cheque/Postal Order/Money Order 
(delete as necessary) for £ . . . (payable to ASP Ltd) 

ASP Software Adventure Series 1 OR 
The White Barrows : +++ .@ £6.50 each Debit my Access/Barclaycard (delete as necessary) 
Conquering Everest . ~ .@ £6.50 each 
Combined tape... .. @ LAS I ele iehy 

Please use BLOCK CAPITALS and include your postcode 
NAME in Maspote rie ee Sea @ £6.50 each 

+ -@ £6.50 each ADDRESS . 
. @ £1145 

ASP Software Adventure Series 2 
Cells and Serpents . wh 
Stockmarket. . 
Combined tape 

POSTCODE 
Signature. . My systemisa ......... er . computer 
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Find that program with 
Searching through a cassette of 
short programs to find the one 
you want can be a real nuisance, 
unless your recorder has a tape 
counter — and most of the 
lower-priced models haven't. 
To add to your problems, you 
may have forgotten what is on 
the cassette anyway. 

My index program for the 
BBC micro, if SAVEd at the 
beginning of your cassette, will 
tell you just what the cassette is 
holding — plus any other com- 
ments that you wish to record. 
It also lets you locate the right 
program without the need for a 
tape counter. 

It does this by using the 
BBC’s built-in time clock to 
control the cassette recorder, 
switched to Fast Forward, and 
wind it on automatically to the 
right place on the tape. 

‘As well as programs, the 
program could be used to index 
names and addresses, subscrip- 
tions, housekeeping and so on. 
The procedures that it is made 
up of can be used separately, by 
merging them into your own 
programs for data selection and 
tabulation. The digital count- 
down clock could be used in lab 
work, testing or games 
programs. 

The procedures are listed in 
lines 40-130, using Mode 7 
colour. The listing has already 
been compressed to take up 

1GREM *INDEX* 
3QMO0E7 
4BPROC_intro 
SOPROC_data 
SOPROC_index 

Program by 

Having trouble rememberin: 
just where you saved a certain 

program? Walter Reed's 
program will come to your 

rescue 

only 2K of RAM, but further 
memory savings could be made 
by taking out the REMs and 
colour characters, and using 
shorter PROC names. 

To set up the index times, 
the easiest method is to enter 
dummy DATA statements with 
time intervals of 10 to 20 
a al 

SBIFVAL (indexs (Ax, 2)) (=3THENIZ 
9OPROC_select 
1OGIFYS$<) "Y* THENSQELSEVD: 
L1@PROC_countdown 
12@PROC_Play 

7=CLS 

L3OCHAINindex$ (AX, B) 
14@END 
ise 
17@DEFPROC_index 
188CLS:PRINTTAB(O, 
19OFORIX=OTOLZ 

1) CHRS130; "NUMBER 

2OOPRINTTAB(3,1%+3) CHRS1315 1%; 
ZIGFORJZ=OT02: PRINTTAB( (J%+1) #11, 1%+43) 5 
22ONEXTUX: PRINT 
23ONEXTIX: PRINT 
25GPRINTTAB(G 24) CHRS131;CHR$1575 CHRS$13@; ‘SELECT 
27OIFAX<OORAX) LXTHENIES 

T.Walter Reed 1983 

seconds in column 3 of the 
array. Bear in mind that the 
tape is gradually moving faster 
towards the end of the cassette, 
and while experimenting use 
*CAT: instead of CHAIN in 
line 130, 

TITLE 

indexs (1% 

ITEM NUMBER 

The screen display allows 
for 21 items (L%) in the list, 
which should be enough for a 
C60 cassette. It may be helpful 
to add the index program at the 
full end of the cassette and use 
fast rewind times in the last col- 
umn of the DATA statements. 

You may want to keep the 
program in memory for con- 
tinuous use. Providing the pro- 
gram to be selected does not 
take up too much memory, then 
PAGE boundary may be reset 
to PAGE=TOP +&100 before 
CHAINing the new program, 

The index can be 
redisplayed and a further selec- 
tion obtained simply by return- 
ing PAGE= &EOO and RUN. 

FFWD TIME" 

"sy: INPUT AX: VDU7 
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28GENDPROC 
208 
4GQDEFPROC_select 
41OCLS:PRINTTAB(@, 12) CHR$132; CHRS157; CHRE135; 
42OFORUX=BTO2 
S3OPRINTTAB((J%+1) #11,12) indexs (AX, Ux) 5 =NEXT IE 
44OPRINTTAB (8,16) CHRS131;CHRS157;CHRS132;"Please confirm selection Y/N *s 
GSOYS=GCETS 
4SDENDPROC 
478 
7OQDEFPROC_countdown 
71GPRINTTAB( 0,18) "Set tape to F/FWD & Press any key" 
720Y$=GETS: you a 
73QVDU2Z35 11,65 
74Otime=TIME/1OO+VAL (indexs (AX%,2) > 
7SQPRINTTAB(2) "COUNTDOWN *3 
76QREPEATPRINTTAB (13,21) INT(time-TIME/190)* Seconds; 
77QUNTILTIME/1Q@)=tine 
78O"M.8 
7PBENDPROC 
886 

11@Q0EFPROC_Play 
11218CLS 
112OPRINT’’'CHR$132;CHRS$157;CHRS135;" Are you READ 
1130V0U23;11,255:0; 
114QSOUND1,-10589,10:SOUND1,-10,77,10 
115QSOUN01,-10,61,10 
LL6@PRINT’ 'CHR$130; CHRS157;CHRE135 
1L7OPRINT’ ’CHR$131sCHR$157;CHRS132 
LIBOIFINKEY (-99) =-1THEN119@ELSE1180 
119@ ENDPROC 
1208DEFPROC_intro 
1210L%=20 
1220DIMindex$(L%,2) 
123QENDPROC 
12468 
13QODEFPROC_data 
LBIOFORIX=OTOLX: FORUX=OTO® 
LIDOREADindexs (1%, Ux) 
A33ONEXT UX: NEXTIX 
134BENDPROC 
1356 
2OQGREM Index of TDK Déo 
2O1OREM BUGFIX + INDEX head tape 
2B2QDATA INVADERS +15EE, 6 
ZOZQDATA VOYAGER  ,@A97,28 
2O4QDATA MOONLANDER, @86B,36 
ZOSBDATA PTERAGON 10939,42 
2@6BDATA BLAST »G808,50 
2O7BDATA CAMBUSTERS,O7E4,698 

Set tape to 'PLAY’...* 
Press spacebar to ‘CHAIN’ program 

2@8@DATA OBSTACLE 483,70 
2O9@DATA SQUISH »8740,88 
21B8@DATA MORSE »OCE8, 98 
ZL1@DATA VOYAGER  ,9A97, 196 
212QDATA 3D_SURFACE,0266,110 
213@0ATA ELLIPSE  ,8358,120 
214BDATA MOONLANDER, B86, 130 
ZiS@DATA POLYGON ,8152,140 
2146@DATA SQUARE 7@185,158 
217@0ATA CHORDS 1 @23E, 160 
218BDATA SPIRAL 1@327,188 
219@DATA INVADERS ,1SEE,190 
228@DATA B > 8,108 
Z22180ATA @ , 8,168 
222QDATA DUMMY > 8999 
223@REM SET PAGE=TOP+S40@ TO RESERVE SPACE FOR INDEX BEFORE 'CHAINing’ 
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QUEST 2:2: SPECTRUM 

THE SCENE: Alien spacecraft are using 
hyperspace drive to enter our universe through 
a black hole. Their intent Is destruction. 
YOUR MISSION: To uphold the defence of your universe as 
long as possible while inflicting the maximum damage on alien forces. 
YOUR WEAPONS: Positive and Negative lon Guns are deadly at any 
range but the lon stream Is bent by the massive gravitational field of the 
black hole. The Neutron Blaster Is equally deadly but has only Ilmited range. 
YOUR BATTLE: You are under constant attack from the allen force which 
pits flendish offence craft against you In ever increasing intensity, In deadller and 
deadiler form, 
How long can your fleet of ships survive? How many enemy craft can you destroy? 
100% super efficient machine code allows all this action to be packed in to run on the 16K 
(or 48K) Spectrum. Superb animation, hig resolution graphics, Incredible explosive and full 
sound effects combine to make “Black Hole” set a new standard In Spectrum software. 
Also features a special learning mode to help develop your skills. 
Embedded In the software Is our unique score validifler which enables us to introduce anew dimension 
to computer games. The top ten scorers in each calendar month from April through September will 
receive a “Ima Black Hole addict” T-shirt and the chance to compete for prizes to the value of £500 ina 
champlonship to be held at the end of the year. We will then publish a list of the top 1000 scorers so you 
can find out Just how good you are. 

HOW GOOD ARE YOU? Take up the “BLACK HOLE" challenge NOW and find out. 
Send £5.50 to QUEST, 119 THE PROMENADE, CHELTENHAM, GLOS GL50 INW 
to receive your copy of “BLACK HOLE” by return first class post together with 
a membership'number entitling you to discount on our forthcoming blockbusting 
software. ANEW DIMENSION 

IN SPECTRUM SOFTWA 
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Sniper- for the Dragon 32 
Are you fast? ... are you good? ... can you shoot straight? 
,-. Here’s your chance to prove it. Not just another shoot 
‘em up game, but the ultimate in hit ‘em fast, and hit ‘em 
hard games — but thisis no game... your life is at stake! 

Fast action machine code game, which calls for a 
steady trigger, and nerves of steel. 10 levels of difficulty, 
joystick controlled gunsight, high res graphics and 
sound. “Smart” targets!! 
Game design and dragonware: R. Lowry 

ee 

Acnean Mutoids - for the BBC model B 
“Where am |"?.. A reasonable question, but the shock 
answer is only the first in a series of catastrophes that 
might lie ahead ... A bolt of lightning stabs your eyes as 
the monitor awakes you from stasi-sleep, only to tell you 
the worst! 

Your interstellar cruiser has been invaded by the evil 
race known as the acneans- even worse, you are alone!! 

In a micro-instant you realise the task that faces you is 
one of spine-tingling terror - you must risk all to save 
earth from a horrific destiny. Can you avoid the blood 
dripping, plasma curdling mutoids and activate the ship's 
self destruct computer ~ do you have the courage? Can 
you save mother earth??, can you save yourself??? the 
answer is surely ... how??? Superlative graphics and 
sound make this game by Phil Woodrow, the ultimate 
challenge! 
All of these superb games £6.50 each, inc first class post, 
packing and VAT. 
All orders despatched within 24 hrs of receipt. 

Available from all good software outlets or direct from 
Soft Joe's. 

Dealership enquiries to: 
Soft Joe’s Software, Business Centre, Claughton Road, 
Birkenhead, Merseyside. 

Coming soon - games for VIC 20, Commodore 64, ORIC, 
Spectrum and Atari. (Ref HCW) 

f-------------------------- 

Cosmic Defender — for the BBC model B 
“I thought | could do it... now I'm not so sure, ‘Hang on to 
‘em at all costs’ were the orders from star command, it 
could cost me more than | bargained for! Even with the 
best star fighter in the galaxy! ! I’ve got to hang on... keep 
going... must fight... but for how iong?...” 

Defend the federation Plasmaton fuel dumps from the 
mindless suicide pilots of the alien battlefleet. Use your 
cosmic starfighters weaponry and hyperspace to destroy 
the evil enemy .... but watch your fuel, bonus points and 
fuel cost blood!!! How long can YOU hold out in this fast 
action game by Anthony Rafferty. 

Bandit - for the Dragon 32 
Ruthless... that’s the only way to describe it, try your luck 
against the meanest fruit machine in the universe. 1,000 
credits and you break the bank. It’s not easy, but then, you 
wouldn't expect it to be would you??? 

You can almost feel your pocket getting lighter in this 
full feature fruit machine game. Based on a real 20 
symbol per reel machine, this superb simulation displays 
excellent high res colour graphics and realistic sound: 
random hold and nudge facilities, with the meanest, most 
vicious gamble feature in the west! without doubt, the 
most compulsive addictive fruit machine on the market. 
Specifically for people with deep pockets and money to 
urn. 

Game design and dragonware: R. Lowry 

Soft Joe’s is the one for me, please rush me ( ) copies of 
DAcneanMutoids |ForBBC OBandit | For 

‘osmic Defender { Model B niper | Dragon 32 
(tick box). 
| enclose cheque/P.O. for £ 
Software. 
Name 
Address 

payable to Soft Joe’s 

Post coupon to: Soft Joe’s Software, Business Centre, 
Claughton Road, Birkenhead, Merseyside. 



VIC-20 SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Our panel look 
at new games, 
at arange of 
prices, for 
the VIC-20. This 
is what they 
think of them... 

Laser Zone 
MIC.20 ples 8k 

Llamasoft, 49 Mount Pleasant, 
Tadley, Hants RG26 6BN 

The aliens have landed, they're 
marching to get you - what can 
you do? Bludgen them with an 
Electro, or swing your Plasma 
‘Cannon with speed and finesse 
and pick them off. Give me the 
bludgen any day, but supplies of 
Electros are ses ly limited 

Your objective: simply to 
vaporise as many nasties as you 
can before you are yourself 
rendered into your component 
atoms”’, says author Jeff Minter 
about his latest offering. 
Straightforward enough, 
considering you control two 
spaceships armed with those 
Plasma Cannons. 

Snag is, the aliens that evade 
your crossfire to reach the tracks 
on which the ships manoeuvre are 

then out of your normal fire- 
field. You must either turn ship 
to fire diagonally or hope there’s 
just one more Electro up the 
tube. 

All of which makes this fast, 
innovative game a pretty tough 
test of coordination skills, and 
while good fun for all, it will 
perhaps be most appreciated by 
those who take their games 
seriously. 

Sound is effective, graphics 
attractive and clear (even in 
monochrome). I encountered no 
bugs or loading difficulties. The 
program has plenty of feature: 
31 skill levels (plus train 
mode), and comes with par- 
ticularly full instructions 
which you need. You also need a 
good joystick and, like the 
advertssay, dedication! = M.P. 

instructions 90% 
playability 70% 
graphics 80% 
value for mone; 90% 

kkk 

Vic-20 Games 
Pack 

Melbourne House, 131 Trafalgar 
Road, Greenwich, London SE10 
This cassette bears the legend 
“Five great games for the stan- 
dard VIC 20”. While I would go 
along with the claim that the tape 
contains five games which all fit a 
standard VIC, I cannot agree that 
they are all “great” 

The five are standard im- 
plementations of well known ar- 
cade favourites: Invaders, 
Ground Attack, Storm, Alien 
Blitz (Galaxians) and Spa 
Rocks (Asteroids). All instru 
tions for play are contained on 
the cassette inlay and include a 
short scenario of each program. 
In some cases this turned out to 
'be more exciting than the games 
themselves. 

Space Rocks and Alien Blitz 
stand out as being the most effec- 

tive games on the cassette. Unlike 
the ocher games, they are written 
in machine code and therefore 
can almost match the complexity 

nd speed of the originals, TI 
other games were mainly Basic 
programs which were, to my 
mind, far too slow to be i 
teresting, and rapidly became 
boring to play 

The author of these games 
obviously has a lot of talent when 
working in machine code, and if 
ail of the games had been written 
to the same standard as Space 
Rocks this review would have 
been quite different. Since they 
weren't, I cannot honestly 
recommend this package. 

M.B. 

instructions 70% 
playability 30% 
graphics 80% 
value for money 30% 
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VIC-20 SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Anirog, 26 Balcombe Gardens, 
Horley, Surrey 

This is a purely graphical 
adventure, in which you use the 
keyboard to control a little man 
who searches a pyramid for 
various objects. 

His quest takes him into a 
series of maze-type screens in 
which are various nasties who 
delight in sapping his strength. 
Instant death also lurks in the 
form of different traps. 

Many adventures are 
criticised for the use of text on- 
ly. I must criticise this game for 
the converse — the only time 
text is used is when your death 
is announced. I would have lik- 
ed to have seen simple messages 
telling you what the objects 
were and what they could do for 
you Secondly, whereas in most 
adventures you can anticipate a 
hazard and sometimes avoid it, 
in Pharoah’s Tomb you are 
liable to be bumped off at any 
time. Instant death without 
warning is so frustrating — 
especially when you have a long 
game to reload. 

Very good multicolour 
mode graphics, but overall a 
rather frustrating and unsatisfy- 
ing game, AW. 

50% 
playability 60% 
graphics 759% 
value for money 60% 

The Wizard 
and the 
Princess 
£5.95 

Melbourne House, Glebe Cot- 
tage, Glebe House, Station 
Road, Cheddington, Beds LU7 
TNA 

This program will show 
you the extent of the 
possibilities for the VIC 20, 
both in terms of graphics and in 
terms of going beyond the 
memory limitations of the stan- 
dard machine. .."” Thus begin 
the notes accompanying this 
five-part “‘adventure”’.  For- 
tunately the program itself is 
better written, 

In chapter one you wander 
slowly through some pretty 
countryside, looking for the 
wizard’s castle. It is rather hard 
not to find it, and success is 
rewarded with a ‘‘Press shift 
run-stop"’ message; on doing so 
you are propelled into chapter 
two. Here you are expected to 
stab a particularly handsome 
dragon in the throat, and 
unpleasantly easy it is too 

| STARSHIP 
ESCAPE 

Sumlock, Royal London House, 
198 Deansgate, Manchester M3 
3NE 
This game is a hybrid — a 
graphical adventure which re- 
quires the fast reactions 
associated with arcade games. 

You are the pilot of a space 
ship which has been captured by 
an alien craft. Your ship has 
been dismantled and the pieces 
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Chapter three is something 
else again; a three dimensional 
maze of great complexity and 
size. The program note sug- 
gests that you draw a map as the 
labyrinth is explored, and a 
good idea this is. The maze is 
very difficult to solve even so, 
but enjoyable all the while. 

Chapter four lapses into 
mediocrity with a hunt for a 
blob (or “monster”, as the pro- 
gram has it) in various rooms of 
the wizard’s castle, and the pro- 
gram goes out on a low note 
with a very uninspired “‘poke 
the troll in the midriff” game. 

Good use of program- 
defined graphics is not enough! 
Only the 20 x 20 maze redeems 
this adventure, but redeem it it 
does, Melbourne House is clear- 
ly aware of the great marketing 
potential of adventure games at 
present, but competition is stiff 
and standards high. Higher 
than this, T.D. 

instructions 95% 
playability 70% 
graphics 10% 
value for money 40% 

ributed throughout the alien 
ship. Using either joystick or 
keyboard, you must wander 
through the ship, find the 
pieces, collect them in the air 
lock and reassemble them. 

There are a number of 
nasties including androids, 
robots and space spiders in the 
rooms, all which are determined 
to stop you succeeding. As you 
enter each room you are given 
an aerial view and must either 
avoid the enemy using cunning 
or shoot it with your laser. Not 
all enemies, however, can be 
shot. 

The search starts at the air 
lock and you are returned there 
if you are captured by one of 
the opposition. K9, the robot 
dog of Dr WHO fame, will help 
you in your task. 

The game uses good 
graphics and is fast and frantic. 
A high degree of agility and 
good tactics are required to 
avoid the enemy. On the whole 
an excellent game which should 
appeal to most age groups. 

A.W. 

instructions 90% 
playability 90% 
graphics 85% 
value formoney 80% 

xk Kk 

Krazy Kong 
vic-20 plus 

16K 
£6.00 

Anirog, 26 Balcombe Gardens, 
Horley, Surrey 
Since the arcade version of this 
game is one of my favourites, I 
reviewed this tape with interest. I 
was not disappointed. 

In case you haven't played 
the arcade game, it works like 
this: You take the role of a small 
man trying to rescue a 
kidnapped maiden from the giant 
gorilla 

The gorilla is lurking at the 
top of aseries of platforms linked 
by ladders, and your man must 
try to get to the top. 

He also has to avoid being 
crushed by barrels rolled down 
the platforms by the gorilla, or 
smash them using small mallets 
he picks up on the way. He can 
also win extra points by collecting 
baskets or umbrellas as he goes. 

This is a faithful copy of the 
original and, bearing in mind the 
limitations ‘of the VIC, uses 
excellent multicolour graphics. 

If you reach the top of the 
screen, a new configuration of 
platforms is drawn, Screen three 
included an elevator which, due 
toa bug or my ineptitude, I'm not 
sure which, 1 was unable to 
mount. So beyond this screen, 1 
can’t comment. 

Animation is smooth and 
fast with either joystick or 
keyboard control. A standard 
hall of fame is available for high 
scores. 

AW. 
instructions 60% 
playability 759% 
graphics 90% 
value for money 90% 



MACHINE 
CODE 

SINCLAIR 
ZX81 

Two Great Games on one cassette cleverly written in 
machine code, stretches your computer to the limit. 
Both have flicker free graphics, unbelievable speed and 
can become addictive. 

JUMP JET 
You are flying a Harrier multi-roll aircraft, your task is 
to bring the deserted city to the ground, with ever in- 
creasing speed your task is anything but easy. 
FORMULA ONE 

Try and keep your T Both with on 
formula one car on 
the track. As your 
skill increases so does IMT 
speed. 

SCREEN SCORING. 
Fully compatable with 
1K and 16K machines. 

Both for the inclusive Price of £3.50! 
16K SPACE RESCUE 

Play this 16K 2X81 version of the popular Arcade 
game and save the six remaining survivors from Moon 

Base Alpha. 
For the inclusive price of £4.95 

. Lower Brook Stre ARIES SOFTWARE ls 
Basingstoke, Hampshire SERVICES 

NO! 
If you see an advertisement in 
the press, in print, on posters 
or a cinema commercial which 
you find unacceptable, write to 
us at the address below. (TV 
and radio commercials are 
dealt with by the |.B.A.) 

The Advertisi 
Stetiards Authos iy, 

ASA Ltd, Brook House, Torrington Place, London WCIE 7HN. 

sMasH THE Memory Barier wiTH JUGGERNAUT: SU OSTUGGERNAUT transports the contents of memory from one location to another, = Provides acces o am additional &K block of memory, normally reserved for ROM Carrdges increasing the maximom user available RAM FROM 19.5K 10.37.58 
— Merges blocks of memory together and includes a simple SAVE TO TAPE OPTION, = Meme diven and incre eny to operate. 
= o be wied to supplement assembles which do not have a true save facility, SSthough an asembler NOY required to opcrte ths progran. WARNING 

Unathorived duplication of commercial ROM cartridges i illegal and an infringement of the manufacturers copyright 
puonr ar Tue speeo oF wicur win CYCLONTRON: Br you sll agains the comput 

the unique sll feature 
rommodore 68, Pease 

Foot your compurers Memory with MIRAG =" Teed of palling out those era RAM packs ia order 10 fn Tow memory programs? = Worrying about the wear a 
1s In seconds and allows you to reset. ciiher'a3.SK of 63K machine 

puter and clears itself from memory after use. ute anders elf rom memory afte We 
re-losdet which can be recorded atthe beginning of ALL your low its, making reconfiguration TOTALLY AUTOMATIC 

PLEASE RUSH ME 
JUGGERNAUT" @ “CNCLONTRON”™ MIRAGE 

{enclose a cheque oF P/0 to the value of 
NAME 

NOVASOFT ADDRESS 46, Pheasant Drive, 

Hew! 
“Trade Enquires Welcome 

We'll help you do better. ee 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 

SOFTWARE AT 
DISCOUNT PRICES 

Alligator Mix 
Multiplication 
Division 
Beg’h Grammar 
Adventure/Pirate 
The Count 
Savage Island 
Oldies/Goodies 
Begin Basic 

Examples: 
Parsel 26.50 
Invaders 18.95 
Ext. Basic 69.95 
‘Speech Synth: 47.98 
Joysticks 20.95 
Car Wars 19.95 
Chess 35.50 
Add/Sub 1 26.50 

Also Large Range Cassette Software 

99ER Magazine supplied on Subscription 

All Prices Include VAT and Postage. 
Send sae for full list or send cheque with order or phone 

using Barclaycard or Access. 

mGALAXY« 
60 High St 1. Ke 
Tet: (0622) 6 
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ORIC * ORIC x ORIC 
HARDWARE 
FREE ADVENTURE GAME 
48K ORIC 1 with 
GP1000A Printer 80col 30. CPS. 
Star DPS10 printer 80col 100 CPS 

Video ‘Switch TV between computeraeril suit any computer) £3.00 
PYETRS0E2 CASS REC Relabte Loocing 2.5 
(Orig Dust Cover 
‘SOFTWARE 

Software House Type 
Juniper Computing Business 

Compuden 
2on't tape 
Compuden 
Compuden 
Arcadia Mushroom Madness Arcadia 

COMING SOON! The fabulous DELTA FOUR cassotte with FOUR 
‘ARCADE GAMES FOR ONLY £9.95 

All our prices are inclusive of VAT & Delivery to UK Mainland. We 
Toserve the right to amend prices without notice. 

‘Send Cheque/PO/Access to: 

AUOIPER CEHPOVIOE 
lalmesbury, Wiltshire SN16 9PB, 
1662) 2689. 

8, Pembroke Gros 

DONTMISSTHIS 
INCREDIBLE OFFER! 

YES, 50 GAMES! oncassette fora 
FOR YOUR MICRO te Pilowing 

UM 
ZX81 LYNX 
DRAGON 
ATARI V2 

ACORNATOM 

BOG. CASCADE 
SOFTWARE 

"SUPPLY CASSETTE 80 FOR, 
Tenclose cheque/P.O. 
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CASSETTE 
DUPLICATION 

SERVICE 

No order too large or too small. Fast 
efficient service using only the 
latest studio equipment need 
cassette copies in a hurry? 

We can provide a super-fast service 
at a slight extra cost try us! We aim 

to please. 

JLC 
49 Castle St., 

Barnsley, South Yorkshire, S70 1NT 
Phone: 0226 87707 

As we try to maintain a fast service we 
cannot accommodate visitors and 

telephone enquiries preferred after 6pm. 

Up to 30% Royalties 

paid for high quality original software 
BBC, ZX81, SPECTRUM, DRAGON 32, PET 

Games and Educational programs 

Sverhrid 
156 Newton Road, Burton on Trent, Staffs DE15 OTR 

JUPITER ACE 
USERS CLUB 

“probably your best independent reference point for getting more out 
of your machine”. 
(Personal Computer News) 

THE best range of software. Add-on memory. ACE USER newsletter 
four times a year. Software to link the Ace to the cheaper printers 
(ZX, Tandy, Amber). How to add a full-travel keyboard. Utility soft- 
ware includes Dissassembler, Toolkit, Character Designer, Strings 
Games in both 3K and 19K. 

Subscription: £7 pa. S.A.E. for details. 

REMSOFT 
18 GEORGE STREET, BRIGHTON BN? 1RH 



SPECTRUM SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Rats, spiders, ghosts and 
androids — the latest 
Spectrum releases 

ff ee Se eS 

You face a fearsome set of foes Catterpillar 
£5.95 

CDS Systems, 10 Westfield Close, 
Tickhill, Doncaster, South Yorks. 
DNII 9LA 

A blue spider, a green flea, a red 
scorpion and a purple caterpillar 
are your main foes in this game. 
Try to destroy the caterpillar a seg- 
ment at a time as it descends on 
you through a field of mush- 
rooms. Ifit touches your gun, you 
are dead. 

Each time the caterpillar 
touches a mushroom it moves one 
stage lower — and if the mush- 
room is ed, it drops straight to the 
bottom of the screen, 

While all this is going on, a 
yoyo-esque spider is doing its ut- 
most to bounce on you, while 
clearing the mushrooms from the 
bottom of the screen. If it suc- 
ceeds, the flea comes hurtling 
down, leaving a trail of 
mushrooms behind it. 
Points are scored for destroy- 

ing anything on the screen except 
yourself in this highly complicated 
arcade game — which could be 
highly enjoyable too, were it not 
for the limitations of the Spectrum 
keyboard. 

A joystick isa must for agame 
like this, but the program doesn’t 
provide for one. Matters aren't 
improved by the keys chosen for 
control. With one hand on the 
cursor keys and the other on the 
bottom row for firing, you could 
tie yourself in knots once the ac- 
tion hots up. A good game, let 
down by its hardware. 

NW. 

instructions 85% 
playability 65% 
graphics 90% 
value for money. 75% 

these new games, on sale now 
for your Spectrum. Our 

reviewers return from the fray 
to hand over their star ratings 

Cyber Rats 
£5.95 

Silversoft, 20 Orange Street, Lon- 
don WC2H 7ED 
In this derivative of our old friend 
Centipede, deadly rats advance on 
you from the top of the screen. If 
they touch you, you lose alife (you 
have three to start with). 

The rats appear at the top 
right and top left of the screen, 
and travel across until they reach 
the other side or encounter a tuft 
of grass. At this point they jump 
down to the row below." 

You can move left, right, up 
and down, and fire at the rats as 
they advance (you use the Okey for 
this, a point the instructions fail to 
mention). If you manage to clear 
them all, alarger swarm appears, 

Every now and then an easily 

avoidable purple killer rat drops 
down to add variety. 

No problems loading, and 
you can play either from the 
keyboard or from an AGF or 
Kempston joystick. One or two 
players can take part, each 
player's turn ending when he/she 
loses a life. The highest score is 
recorded, but not the player's 
name. 

Reasonably interesting, but 
unmemorable graphics, and lack- 
ing the addictive qualities that 
have made similar games so suc- 
cessful. Disappointing for the 
Price. PF. 

instructions 50% 
playability 75% 
graphics 50% 
value for money 60% 

Muncher 
£5.95 

Silversoft, 20 Orange Street, Lon- 
don WC2H 7ED. 

Another Pacman-type game in 
which you try to avoid four ghosts 
by running round a maze. The on- 
ly unusual feature in this otherwise 
standard version is that the maze 
pattern varies each time it is 
drawn. 

Each time you clear the 
energy dots and redraw the maze, 
you and the ghosts speed up. A 
‘bonus fruit materialises from time 
totime in the centre of the maze. 
munch it if you can, the extra 
points are worth the trouble! 

The program loaded every 
time and the difficulty levels pro- 
gress smoothly, so that even a 
newcomer to the game can get 

some feeling of achievement. A 
high score is recorded, but not the 
name of the high-scoring player. 

Muncher is let down by its in- 
structions, which give the wrong 
control keys: S starts a new game, 
not 5, and M, not N, moves you 
down. 

Fair graphics, especially con- 
sidering how small the ghosts etc 
are. An addictive game, and a 
good introduction to the “race, 
chase and gobble” brigade. But 
with so many similar games on the 
market, I would have liked to see 
more variety and imagination. 

PR 

instructions 50% 
playability 85% 
‘graphics 65% 
value formoney 73% 

Silversoft, 20 Orange Street, Lon- 
don WC2H 7ED 

Immediately recognisable as a ver- 
sion of the popular Defender ar- 
cade game, Orbiter incorporates 
many of the features of the 
original, such as Landers, 
Mutants, and the small scale 
display of the overall battle area. 

Since these features are 
‘not mentioned in the brief instruc- 
tions, it was only after consulta- 
tion with a confirmed Defender 
fan that the full scope of the game 
was understood. 

It then emerged as quite 
entertaining, if slightly frustrating, 
game, notably in the fact that the 
Score message kept changing col- 
our, and in some colours was quite 
unreadable. 

‘The Defender fan remarked 
that it was difficult, if not impossi- 
ble, to position the defending ship 
so that attacks from the rear could 
be detected in time to take evasive 
action, but that could be seen as 
part of the fun. 

‘The program loaded without 
difficulty, though the instruction 
to CLEAR 25102 before loading 
was a little surprising, not being 
needed with other machine code 
programs. Seven control func- 
tions were available, each con- 
trollable by a separate group of 
keys in the keyboard matrix. 

Basically a good game, which 
would nevertheless benefit from 
slight revisions and an adequate 
explanation. 

DT. 

instructions 40% 
playability 80% 
graphics 10% 
value for money 75% 
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worlds greatest arcade games” 

for—- 
ZX Spectrum 
and VIC 20 

Featuring: 
@ Hi-Resolution Graphics 

@ Sensational Sound Effects 
@ Authentic Arcade Action 
@ Machine Code Thrills 

MONSTER 

we 

COSMIC INTRUDERS @ ROAD FROG (@ ROCKET COMMAND '@ MONSTER MUNCHER 

__ ‘The original and best Guide Froggy across the Speed across the planet Chomp the apples in the 
intruders game with some road, then the nver and surface to defeat the aliens ‘maze before the monsters 
new twists — how Jong can finally home — but beware and save the Human race- _eat you — if you can swallow 
you last? the Evil Monster! smart bombs and hyperdrive __ the boosters you might even 

to aid you. eat them! 

ANY GAME —— —— — POST COUPON NOW TO: —— —= —=- 

mage Including, VAT, post | _ SPECTRUM GAMES, FREEPOST MANCHESTER M3 8BB 
& pack and OUR NO Any ZX Spectrum Any VIC 20 
QUIBBLE REPLACEMENT | Please Monster Muncher | ea 

yu GUARANTEE rushme — Rocket Command eavadable 
ao Road Frog 
Che Cosmic Intruders 

SPECTRUM GAMES 
FREEPOST MANCHESTER M3 8BB 

INSTANT CREDIT CARD SALES 

| SPECIAL OFFER - SAVE ON TWO- 
SAVE £2.00 ON ANY TWO GAMES - PAY ONLY £9.00 

| Tenclose cheque/P.O. for £ __ 
| or please debit my Access Card No. 

LINE (24 HOURS) =f I I 

061-832 9143 Cs 
———————————————— 



Subchase puts you in charge of a 
ship with a mission to hunt sub- 
marines and destroy them with 
depth charges, 

‘The left and right cursor keys 
control the ship's movement and 
the @ key drops the depth 
charges. 

You are armed with 10 depth 
charges and if you drop one and 
miss that depth charge is, of 
course, lost. But if you hit the sub 
your chargeis replaced. 

And there's a bonus of two 
extra depth charges once you've 
destroyed 10submarines. 

To make the game more in- 
teresting, every time you hit a sub 
itrandomly changes speed. 

Unlike many games of this 
type, when you drop a charge the 
sub and ship movement isn’t 
halted — it does slow slightly — so 
this has to be taken into account 
while playing. 

Entering the listing should 
not cause many problems. The in- 
troduction and end texts may need 
altered spacing so you don’t have 
half'aword on onelineand therest 
‘on the line below. These sections 
are lines 40-60 and 850-920. 

Instructions appear when 

‘Let your Drago 
with depth 
charges 

Not enough Dragon 32 
programs are being 
published, said lan 

Sellman. So he sent in his 
own simple Subchase game 

you run the program and pressing 
a key shows which keys to use. 
This information remains on the 
screen for about eight seconds 
while the high-resolution screen is 
set up. 

When this appears you see 
the sub moving at the bottom of 
the ocean. The ship doesn't ap- 
ear until you move it, then it 
shows randonily on the surface. 

‘The game ends when you run 
‘out of depth charges and there's a 
comment on your score. Average 
is 10-20subssunk. 

I've only twice reached this 

score, but Ihaven’t yet had alot of 
timetoplayit, 

How it works 

10-130 title pages 
140-190 dimension arrays 
200-340 set up hi-res screen 
350-540 submarine 

movement and 
ship movement 

40-710 depth charge 
drop routine 

720840 hit routine 
850920 END routine 

Hints on conversion 

This program isn’t easy to 
convert as it uses high-resolution 
graphics. So if you don’t own a 
Dragon or a Tandy Colour Com- 
puter, I suggest you completely re- 
write lines 200-340, 360, 440, 500, 
520, 600-640 and 720-820. 

For the bravé who attempt a 
conversion, here are a few points: 

© GET and PUT takes a section 
of screen and puts it back 
anywhere on the screen, 

@ The PRINT @ command 
prints at any of $12 points on the 
screen, which is made up of a32by 
I6display. 

@ The Dragon doesn’t require 
the command LET, so if your 
machine does you will have to in- 
sertitat therequired points. 

@ ASCII codes 8 and 9 are the 
codes for the cursor keys on the 
Dragon. 

© This program takes up just 
over 12.5K of memory, but most 
of thisisused by the graphics. 
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1@ REM*KSUBCHASE**BY 1.0. SELLMANE 
28 CLS 
3G PRINT@1Q, "SUBCHASE" 
4@ PRINT@42, "ssse====" 
5@ PRINT@S6,"YUU ARE THE CHPTHIN OF A NAVY SHIP. YOU HAVE TO DESTROY AS MAN 
Y SUBMARINES AS YOU CAN. YOU START WITH TEN DEPTH CHARGES AND LUSE GNE EVERYTIME 
YOU MISS A SUBMHRINE. BUT YOU RECIEVE TWO EXTRA CHARGES FOR EVERY TEN ° 

6@ PRINT@32@. "SUBMARINE YOU DESTROY” 
7@ PRINT@448, "PRESS ANY KEY 10 CONTINUE” 
8@ IF INKEYS=""7THENGS 
9@ CLS 
146 PRINT@S, 
11@ PRINT@4@, 
12@ PRINT@128, "TO MOVE RIGHT PRESS 
136 PRINT#224,"T0 MOVE LEFT PRESS 
14% PRINT@I84, "TU DROP CHARGE PRESS 
15@ PCLEARS 

164 X1*RNDS 224) 
17@ DIMA 15,9) 
16@ OIMSHIPC 15,9) 
198 DIME 27.8) 
204 DING 27. 8> 
@10 PMODES, 1'PCLS' COLORS. 3 
220 LINES, 58 >~¢ 2! 5), PSET 
298 PAINTC@,51 2.3.3 
240 DRAW" BM2O, 28) S4C4L 1 6H4R1 SD4BU4BL4USL2U5" 
256 DRAW" SOBM1@G, 108s C4RIBELHIL4UZL2D2L4G1F 1" 
266 PRINT“ 105,99 9.4.4 
278 PAINTS 17.17 9,4.4 

Bod GET 280, 168 -« 227,1892,0,6 
290 GETC21,209-¢6,11), SHIP. 
348 PUTC21,269-¢ 6,112, A PSET 

91@ GETC 98, 92 -¢ 125, 188),B.6 
320 PUTS 98,92 -¢ 125, 1069.0. PS 
33@ SCREENI.@ 
348 R=10 
35u Me=16 
368 FORK=107022@STEPR 
37@ PUTS M, 188 =¢ ¥+27, 188 2.8, PSET 
36@ FURT=1TO2 
398 AS=INKEYS 
462 IFD1=1 THENGOSUB61QELSEFORD=170100'NEXTD 
410 IFM<1THENSS@ 
420 IFRS=""THENS2o 
430 IFAS="@" THENGUSUBS6o 
448 IF ASC. AS D< 2BANDASCS AS < DYTHENS2O 

450 PUTS X1,462-¢ X1+15,49).A,PSET 
462 IFASCS AS =BTHENX1=X1-18 
478 IFASCS AS =9THENX1=X1+18 
48@ IFX1<1@THENX1=18 
490 IFK1>246THENKi=248 
5@@ IF MC=1l@ THEN M=M+2:MC=@ 
918 PUTS X1,4@2-¢ 1415.49). SHIP. PSET 
S2@ NEXTT 
336 PUTC X, 186 2-¢ X+27, 188),C, PSET 
S48 NEXTH 
558 GOTO368 
56@ [FD1=1THENRETURN 
S7@ Cle1 
58@ CE=55 
S98 AZEX1 
68@ RETURN 
610 CIRCLES X2+5,DE).5.4 
628 PRINT< K2+5. DE 2.4.4 
638 FORA=1TU16:NEXTA 
648. CIRCLES X2+5.0E 2.5.3 

WBCHASE CUNTROLS” 
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PAINI€ X2+5, DE 2, 3.3 
DE=DE+1a 
IFDE< 18STHEN RETURN 
FORD=aTu27 
IF ¥=X2-D THEN GUTU/3e 

RETURN 
73@ PCUPYITOS: PCUPY2TO6 : PCUPY3TU? + 
748 PMODES, 5: SCREENI.O 
7S FORP=1 1010 
76@ FORASATUL 
¥?7@ SCREENI.A 
788 SOUNDIGb,2 
79% NEXTA,P 

MC+1 
638 PMOQDES, 1'SCREENL.6 
849 R#RND< 40 +16 
898 0188: RETURN 
868 CLS 
878 PRINT@1Z28, "YOU HAVE RUN QUT OF DEPTH CHARGES, YOU SUNK"sSs "SUBMARINES' 

BOG IF S<6 THENPRINT@2Z56, "YOU DONT DESERVE TQ BE CAPTAIN" 
996 IF S>5 AND S<11 THENPRINT@296, "YOUR SHIP SUNK LESS SUBMARIN 
R SHIP {N THE FLEET" 
908 IF $>1@ AND S<21 THEN PRINT@256,"YOUR PERFORMANCE WAS ONLY AVERAGE” 
910 IF $>26 AND S<31 THEN PRINT@256,"YOU DID WELL” 
928 IF S>36 THEN PRINT@256,"YOUR SHIP SUNK MORE SUBMARINES THAN ANY OTHER IN TH 
€ FLEET" 
9223 PRINT@448, "WOULD YOU LIKE ANOTHER GUC Y/N >": INPUTMS: IFMS="Y" THENGOTOLS® 

7 =91- || NUMBER 
eeermeets ||ONE FOR THE 

THAN RNY OTHE 

TELEPHONE 01-885 9411 

EVOLUTION 9x spectrom DRAGON! 
Can you: Trace the course of evolution? 

Start with primaeval soup & end up with man? 
‘Survive the odd major disaster? 

Should be easy. .. after al it's been done betore! DRAGON 
Only £6.95 OWNERS CLUB 

OMNICALC (48K Spectrum) 
The best spreadsheet analysis program you can buy for the Spectrum. Uses include financial planning. home budgets etc The Dungeon is also the home 
Features: 99 columns or 250 rows of the largest Dragon Owners 

Fully prompted input Club and publishes the mon- Exisnave repeat fection = Mees 
Conditional expressions and RND aaa asain Dragon's DRAGONWARE 
Totalling and sub-totalling 
‘Comprehensive manual and information cexchange for 

£995 dedicated Dragon-bashers. The vaults of the Dragon 
Monthly money-saving offers, Dungeon are packed with the ZX-SIDEPRINT (For Spectrum or 2X81) wees int sk arene pater monthly competitions, Club- widest range of Dragon 32 soft- 

cae co eee omiae ware from badges to bomber _ware and peripherals available etc.character print lines. 
Easy to add to existing programs jackets. Free members’ in the U.K. Send for our 
Routines to take print lines direct from screen adverts. 30-page Dragonware Catalogue 

Lower case letters even on a ZX81! Annual Membership £6.00 and kill the myth that the beast 
(State version req'd) £4.95 (£8.00 overseas) or six-month lacks programs! (Catalogue 

CREVASSE & HOTFOOT (16K Spectrum) Trial Sub. £3.25 (£4.25 S0p., refundable order — free 
2 original games from Microsphere overseas.) to Club Members.) 

Can you make it across the ice-cap whilst chasms open and close all around? 
Help the rabbit get to fields full of carrots - but remember: the plumper the rabbi. the greater the danger THE DRAGON DUNGEON 

Excellent value £4.95 PO BOX 4, ASHBOURNE, DERBYSHIRE DE6 1AQ 
Tel: ASHBOURNE 44626 
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HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY CLASSIFIED 

01-437 1002 
Lineage: 
35p per word — Trade 
25p per word — Private 
Semi display: £6.00 per single column centimetre 
Ring for information on series bookings/discounts. 

Alll advertisements in this section must be prepaid. 
Advertisements are accepted 
conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request). 

JACCESSORIES | 
DUST COVERS available for any 
computer, printer, etc. BBC, TI, 
Epson, £3.95; Dragon, Atari, 
Vic20,” £2.95; ‘Sharp MZ-80A-K, 
£4.95. For others please phone or 
write to Sherborne Designs, Victory 
House, 8A The Rank, North 
Bradley, Trowbridge, Wilts. Tel 
02214 4425, Also made-to-measure 
service. Dealer enquiries welcome. 
Access and Barclaycard 

State Din to Din or Din to! 
3 Jacks 

Texas TI99/4A (single 
recorder) £4.95 

CLARE 
222, Townsfield Rd, Winsford, 

Cheshire CW7 4AX 
(060 68) 51374 

BROKEN JOYSTICK? 

STRONGER joystick insert feplacemens supplied with fal fiting instructions 3 YEAR GUARANTEE. £2.50/palr ine pap SOFTWARE FOR ATARI 
(Tr 400/800. Aitcasetes under £5 send or lists 4, 

Z Boston Lines PED OSX. 

GREEN SCREEN your b.w. televi- 
sion £2.65. Specially developed film 
gives green screen characters 
removes glare and eye strain. State 
screen size. Wanstead Ltd, 
Brookside, Soudley, Cinderford, 
Gloucestershire. 
COMPUTER STANDS, made to 
measure. Satisfaction guaranteed 
Send for details and give your com- 

puter a proper home. 
TJ Products, 166 Robert St., 

Ynysybwl, Mid’ Glam. CF37 3EA 
REACH THE RIGHT 
AUDIENCE AT T 

RIGHT PRICE 
RING 01-437 1002 

EXT 213. 

subject to the terms and 

DRAGON 32 or TANDY 
TRS-80 Colour? 

Lots of programs — lots of useful 
hints and information EVERY single 
month in "RAINBOW" an exciting 
Rew 200-page magazine from U.S.A 
Send £2-$5"pius lrg ep 3 3..) or 
ample isue, to ELKAN' ELEC 
HTRONICS (Dept HCW), FRE! 
POST, 11 Bury New Road, Prestwich, 
Manchester M25. 6LZ of telephone 
061-798 7613 (24 hour service). 

Color 
Computer Magazine 

FOR ALL. DRAGON 22 AND TANDY 

Sher and free advnory service 
Send £2.25 (plus $7p sae) for sample copy 

‘Alo Availabe from Elkan Electronics "Color Computer News 
4 FREE BOOK with 2 annual subscriptions # 

ELKAN ELECTRONICS, FREEPOST, 1, Bury New Road, Prestwich. ‘Manchester MUS 6LZ ‘or phowe 061-798 7613 (24 hs) 

ORIC USER 

PROGRAMS, NEWS, VIEWS, £10 for a 
Seats sub. Or send £1.00 fora sample sie 

{ork0 Wyntord House, Wynford Rosd, Low 
on NI 

WEEK-END COURSES IN 
SINCLAIR BASIC 
AVAILABLE NOW. 

15 hours of instruction from 
qualified lecturer. Friday evening 10 
Sunday evening.” Luxurious 3 star 
Worcestershire hotel, all rooms with 
path sand other facies, £55.00 
inchsive. [Gainsborough House Hotel, Bewdley 
ill, Kidderminster (0862) 754041 

BASIC PROGRAMMING. Easy to 
understand beginners cor 
respondence course. Tel 
(09285-68948 or SAE to: M.C. Com- 
puter Services, $2 Shepherds Row, 
Runcorn, Cheshire WAT 2LG. 

ST LONDON and Essex Com- 
puting Fair. Mid July. Pro- 
fessionally run. Few resonably pric- 
ed stands available. Details: 

EXT 213. 
Send your requirements to: 
Bridgette Sherliker 
ASP LTD. 

GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY. 
Fabulous MPFII 64K, Apple 
‘Compatible computer £240, Printer 
£179, Large Keyboard £39.50, 
Joystick £17.25. Postage & Packing 
£2.00. Hurry while stocks last 
Cressce Supplies, 148 Barrack 
Road, Christchurch, Dorset BH23 
2BD. Tel, (0202) 486 207. 
SPECTRUM 48K plus printer. As 
new £170 0.n.0. Phone 01-607-8533 
daytime; 01-609-2458 evenings and 
weekends. 
ZX SPECTRUM for sale. Price 
£100 0.0.0. Contact Mr 1 MacCor- 
mick at weekends. Telephone 
Kilmarnock 24834 
Second hand home and business 
computers bought and sold. Apple 
equiptment always in stock and 
wanted. Bracknell (0344) 84423 

OSBORNE 01 COMPUTER 64K 
CP-M plus software twin disk 
monitor under guarantee. Original 
price £1375. Chelmsford 322283 
£850.00 
ZX81 (16K) RAM + four cassettes 
worth over £90. Sell for £65 0.n.0. 
Mr Walker (0889) 591067. 
ACORN ATOM 8 + 2K PSU, 
good software and literature £120. 
01-864 $311. Ext: 2576 (Daytime). 
SHARP MZ80K 48K, ten months 
old, as new, manual Basic and 
demonstration tapes, games, etc 
£325 0.n.o. Phone Farborough Kent 
51863 evenings. 

MONSTER 
SOFTWARE CLUB 
Software library for the 

DRAGON 32 
Over 70 Top Quality Cassettes 

FOR HIRE 
All tapes used with the 

Manufacturers Permission 
SAE For details 

Monster Software Club, 
32, Lennox Drive, Lupset 

Wakefield, 

ATARI 400/800 
OWNERS 

Hire from a comprehensive range of 
cassette, cartridge and disc games. 

From £1.00 per week. Sae for 
details: 

Londex, 39B Valentines Road Ilford, 
Essex. 
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Castle Games Library, 44 Augusta 
Close, Rochdale. Tel. (0706) 59602. 

Yh Aa | 

145 Charing Cross Road, 
London WC2H 0EE 

BBC SOFTWARE LIBRARY. 
Also purchase/buyback scheme. 60 
plus selected popular titles. No 
membership fee. Send £2 (retur- 
nable) for descriptive list. WARD 
24, Sutton Place, Blackpool. 

THE MZ80K 
SOFTWARE LIBRARY 

se from 150 titles. These include 
exciting Arcade/Adventure games, 
and Educational/Business applica 
tions. Once only membership fee 
£10.00. Hire charges only 90p per 14! 
day period, Plus your first 8 games 
FREE. Send now for free illustrated 

catalogue to: 
The Yorkshire Software Library, 

13 Park Top, Pudsey, 
Yorkshire L528 6BY. 

BBC COMPUTER HOTEL 
WEEKENDS. Tel North Berwick 
(0620) 3084. 

“Original games sought for all the 
popular micros. 3314 9% royalties paid 
on all games accepted. Send to BCG 
systems, 119 Great Mistley, Basildon, 
Essex." 
Caledonian Computer Consult- 
ants provide programming con- 

icy and training courses in 
held regularly for beginners 

upwards. 292 Caledonian Road, 
London N1 1BA. Tel, 01-607-0157 
Programmers A great new idea. We 
are a professional marketing and 
distribution company. If you want 
to make real money contact G.M. 
Smith, Dept. 10., Smith Har- 
rowden Associates Ltd., 39 Darn- 
ford Close, Walsgrave, Coventry, 
Tel. (0203) 611477, 

SOFT JOES 
SOFTWARE BAY 

ie: seething nxn 
adventure and require top quality games programmers to come with us. 

if you think you've got what it 
takes then lets hear from you — before 
welift off 

Tapes/demos ete 
Business Centre, Claughton Road, 

Birkenhead, Merseyside L41 6EF 
051-647-8616 

to Soft Joes 



NATIONWIDE 
SHOPS & DEALERS 

15, Station Road, Horrabridge Devon, 
Tel: Yelverton (0822) 853434 
Dragon sales and service. 

All repairs cartied out 
in our own workshop 

SQUARE DEAL 
373 Footscray Road, New Eltham. SES" 
Tel: 01-859 1516, Sharp. Alan. Dragon 

'S COMPUTER 
COMPANY LTD 

45 CASTLE ARCADE, CARDIFF. 
Tel: 0222 — 41908 

OPEN: Mon — Sat, 9 — 5.30 
FOR COMPONENTS TO 

COMPUTERS 
We are currently looking for 
original preferably debugged game 
and utility programs. Anything 
from %4K to 24K is acceptable. If 
you have any programs that fit 
those criteria call us on 085 982 239 
to discuss remuneration. Bamby 
Software, Leverburgh, Isle of Har- 

ris, PA83 3TX, 

DRAGON/TANDY 
COLOR COMPUTER NEWS 
The 6409 journal rom the USA is packed 
ith progs hits reviews excaivy for 

Tandy and Dragon Sigle copies 2. 
Geavewend Home Computers 
Sythe Teac, 047480677 Dragos 

Visit the Computer Junk Shop at 
10, Waterloo Road, Wi 
Halton, — Cheshire 
051-420-4590. 
Computer and Chips Ltd, Fed 
Mains, Andrews, Fife. Tel. (0334) 
76206. Stockists of the lotec ‘Iona’ 
Colour Genie ete. 
IMO Computer Centre 39-43 Stan- 
dish St, Burnley. Tel. $4299. Open 6 
days. Specialists in home and 
business computers. ACT Sirius 
Canon/Transtec/BBC/Acorn/- 
Atom/Oric and others and peri- 
pherals for most micros. 

The Largest stockists of Hi ‘Soloware im the North West. 

COPY CHASER 
REQUIRED 

Would you like to work on a magazine like 
this? We require a young (age 16-19) en- 
thusiastic person with at least C.S.E. Grade 1 
English. A good telephone manner, and an 
ability to cope with a hectic environment. If 
so ring Sue Couchman on 01-437-1002 ext 

“RAWLINGS” 
19/21 St James Road SOUTHAMPTON SO! SFB 

HARDWARE BASIC BYTE ATARE SOFTWARE GUARANTEED. 

FOR BBC, SPECTRUM & 
ALL LEADING MICRO’'S 
STAFFORD: 59 FOREGATE ST 

TEL: 0785 41899 
‘STOKE-ON-TRENT: 

MARKET SQUARE ARCADE 

FREE S 
‘Normal Retail £24) nih every 

NEWBRAIN Model Avr AD 
full details fom: CONIX-MICRO 16 Kneesworth Street, Rovton, Herts 

SOFTWARE 

£7.99 (all inc.) 
Wye_ Valley 

Parton House, 
Software, 

Kinnersley, Hereford 
HR3 6NX. 

Photospectra-Photographic control 
and calculation of B/W and Colour 
Processing and Printing on 48K 
Spectrum. Free details from Derek 
Longe, Manor Close, High Street, 
‘Thornborough, Bucks MK18 2DF. 

All your cassette needs. Blank 
cassettes CIS with case 40p each. 
Cassette labels in blue, white or 
yellow 20 for 60p. Library cases 9p 
each. Postage on each complete 
order SSp. Stonehorn Ltd. 
(H.C.W.) 59, Mayfield Way 
Barwell, Leicester LE9 8BL. 

007 SPY. Lets you stop and copy 
any previously unstoppable Spec- 
trum cassettes. On cassette £2.95. 
Bobker, 29, Chadderton Drive, 
Unsworth, Bury, Lanes. 
BBC-B Micro full screen editor — 
10K, $0 functions — doubles as 
word processor. Full documenta- 
tion, Tape £18 Disk £23. Stable 
Software, Compton Street, Comp- 
ton Winchester. 
ATARI 400/800 ‘Supaklone’. don’t 
risk losing your favourite programs! 
Supaklone copies most M/C-Basic 
cassettes (including bootable) 
£15.95 (postfree). Supaklone, 21, 
Trent Ave., Huntinton, York YO3 
SSE. 

“CLO! 
"CLONE" is probably the best BACK UP} TAPE around. CLONE will COPY both HEADERLESS and STANDARD TAPES, ill PROTECT your SOFTWARE 

BROKEN INTO. USE our knowhow for us 
£5.00. CLONE fy AVAILABLE” on the 
STRICT UNDERSTANDING THAT IT WILL NOT BE-USED TO INFRINGE| COPYRIGHT WORK FORCE, 14, WILSDEN AVE 

LUTON, BEDS 

ATAREDISC DRIVE OWNERS: 
Have your diy automatically sted on screen ger fle. Youcan then run your base fiesta soc mute. {1098 +) ‘AWIGANS. 6h North Western Ardmick, Manchester 120613681 

COMPUTER 
TAPES 

Quality at realistic prices. 1OxC10"s 
ES p+ p SOp. Full range in stock, set 
ISAE for list, 

We also offer a copying service to 
sustomers wishing to duplicate al assette at £2.$0 inc. tape p+p $0p. good discount on quantity offered to 
programmers. 

Heath Microware, 4, Gateacre Ave, 
Oswestry, Shropshire. (0691) 652626 

SPECTRUM 

‘Supercode, toolkit for usein your own 
programs. 80+ M/C complete with in- 
‘ructions and demo program (48K) 

3D Noughts and Crosses, very strong M/C (16K/48K) 
£4.95 each from 

F. Vachha, 91 Manor Road. E17 SRY 

COMPUTER RATIN 
METHODS 

Pt your computer to good use for pleasure ‘Sr pot daring the 1983 lat and N/A racing Season with the most up-to-date and profes: Sonal computer rating method ever Put on 
letotheracing public, ping youtop rated Sicctions a good prices. Lass hletime Cassettes for 2X81 and Dragon 32, printed 
roams for all computers using Basic SIXtE: for details to CRM. 14, Langdale Piace, Neston Ayeiffe, Co Durham. DLS 
3p2 

Considering insuring: your 
computer? Why not write or 
phone for specialised advice with 
no obligation: K. Walker,52 
Westfield Avenue, Woking, 
Surrey, Tel. Woking 64897 

ZX81 REPAIR SERVICE 
AT LAST NO NEED TO WAIT 

POR WEEKS 
Send your faulty ZX81 for fast 
reliable repair. We will repair any 
2X81 KIT or READY BUILT UNIT| 
Only £15.95 fully guaranteed + p+] 
£175 
Please state the nature of probl 
Send cheque or postal order to NEXT| 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS, 89] 
HARVEST RD, ENGLEFIELD| 
GREEN, SURREY, TW20 0QR. 

MICRO-USER T-SHIRTS 
EPSON SPECTRUM SIRIUS | 
SHARP SORD ZX81 ORIC | 

‘MICRO-FUN T-SHIRTS 
rm User Fr 

£3.28 each incu ne Per Cant tate Gr sm CLUB TISHiNTS ALSO PRINTED 
Merseyside Microcomputer Ser- 
vices. All makes of microcomputers 
& Printers repaired. 051-630 1714. 

SOFTWARE 
GAMES 

‘SOFTWARE FOR 
TANDY COLOR & 

DRAGON ker ADVENTURES Joo1 Losrn'Space {oa DRACULA'S CASTLE 1003 DEATH PLANET Castes 2001 STAR TREK Fn teeny and roy him 202 AMAZE ok {he monsersin the duns ab qiclyesyoucan could tate ou heat 20 FURNOVER, ‘Saar. OTHELLO 2004 OWNERSHIP. ‘Sint to MONOPOLY 2005 DRIVER Pst yout vig sis 2006 GAMES PACK T Sateen games oo GAMES PACKS Sateen 
Send SAE for catalog ‘TANDY or DRAGON. All prices 

Inchide P&P and VO a 
A 

SNAKE Graphics) SORCERER'SCASTLE SSDMIAZE (graphics PHARAOH SCURSE CHALICE Graphics) BOMBER gapion ARITHME SPELLING TEST 
Send sa. for full tit. Orders under £6, 
ease add S0p pip. Orders over t6 post ree Send cheque or P-0. (0: 

APEX SOFTWARE (HCW) 
US, Crescent Drive South, 

Brighton, BN2 6SB 
‘Tel. Brighton (0273) 36894 

Access/Barcleycard welcome. 
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TRS80 — VIDEO GENIE. 
ATARI 400/800 

Space, arcade & adventure games + 
utilities in our brand new catalogue. 

ist class stamp to: 
T, SMITH SOFTWARE 

26 Wesley Grove, Portsmouth, 
Hants. PO3 SER 

Mail Order Only Dealers Welcome| 

Atari 400/800. Secondhand 
software bought/sold. SAE for lists 
save 35%. Jervis, 19, Portree 
Drive, Nottingham NGSSDT. 
Sunrise Software: Superb selection 
for Ataris, Dragons and Spectrums 
Free lists from Sunrise Software, 
25, Guitside Drive, Aberdeen ABI 
‘TBH. Tel 0224 37348, 

DRAGON & SHARP 
SOFTWARE 

NEW FOR DRAGON — TEXT ON HIGH RES, GRAPHIC ‘As. 8K suberoutine that produces ex of all 
sees and colours in any mode of high-res graphics. Easy to-use, allowing gull use ol 
fikeys print at and nuinerc variables £7.95 (Garey Pach 10.30 exch, (Adventure Games from Eu 
avcational Sattware trom £4.00 Fiusiness Payroll £28.00, ‘Stock Control £15.00, Mailing List €18.60 Home Finance 7.00 tax Calculator £4.00, [Many more programmes available — SAE for devas. Dragon and Lyn] 

CHRISTINE COMPUTING 
100% TEXAS T199/4 and 44 

Ic.€.8,01 North Sea ~ Astro Fighter 
Code Break 

IAN the above £3.S0each £6,50 for 2. 
£9.00 for all 3. 

Now available U.S.Software,s.a.c. for 
[details Florence Close, Watford, 
Herts, 

USED SPECTRUM SOFTWARE 
all half price titles include Hobbit, 
Timegate, Masterfile, etc. Also the 
add on sound amplifier joystick port 
Phone Yately 874804 evenings. 
WILL YOU DAREalltorescue four 
beautiful damsels from a fate worse 
than death? BBC Micro games for 
adults. £6/SAE Soft Options, 6, 
Remigius Grove, Lincoln. 
SPECTRUM 16/48K Amazin’ 
games from Alpha Systems! 10 great 
arcade games for the price of one! 
Breakout, Bomber, Gobbler, Death | °r199/4A games 
Squad, Slots, Meteor Swarm plus 
more! All for only £4.50 (inc p&p). | & 

2 Busbiehead Cottage,| 5 
rs, Kilmarnock. 

MES COMPEN- 
DIUM. n-packed 16K 
‘games for just £5. Send cheque/PO 
to Michael Coombes, 2, Broadwalk, 

pay, hall 

B. Baldwin, 

BAMBY SOFTWARE’ 
Liverburgh, Isle of Harris. PASS 3X] 

"Fel. 085 982 313 
INTRODUCE ORIGINAL GAMES, 

FOR DRAGON 32 
IGolden Apples: Steal the apples, then} 
defeat the warlock 'sS.95 
Planetary Trader: Choose your cargs 
(chat’sthe easy bit) then deliverit £5.95} 
Surprise: Spells, giants, a magic ring, 
but not another ‘Lordof the Rings” 

£8.45 
Mini-games: 4 games per tape, simple 
but compelling! 5.95 
[All tapes include Postage & Packing 

and a no-quibble guarantee. 
Write tousattheaboveaddress, or ring 

anytime between 9a.m. and 9p.m. 
(Alternative phone no: 085 982-239) 

Original new ZX81 (16K) 
‘game from 

sth DIMENSION 

COSMIC CAPERS 

Featuring Angels, Demons the 
‘Cosmos & you & other games on tape 

£5.50 or SAE for details 
Hempland Cottage, Lopham, Diss, 

Norfolk 037-988-640 

SPECTRUM SOFTWARE 
TAPE 1 SUPER DEFENDER, 5 levels of 
PEUS TRUITT MACHINE, ‘old? feature 
Jackpot ete, ect raphy, for AK 
TAPE i 16K. @ GAMES, incl. Pacman, 
Invaders, Frog. and Aweroids = £3.98 
TAPE tit, 9K CHESS» CONNECT 4.2 
{ames of urateny 10 challenge your wits. A 
MUST only 5.95 

ANCO SOFTWARE (DEPT HCW), 
28 CORSEWALL ST. CONTMRIDGE MUS. HBX. 

TI99/4A 
(16K) 

Quality software on cassene Newmarket Course race simulation 
“Graptics, for up to 6 player) ‘suarshp Super Noval Adventure in space 
(ith ave tape fai). Escape the Mugeer: (Graphics (holds top ten scores and scorers). Overiord: Role your oun kingdom (Complete with natural dase) ‘Goll: (Graphics) 1-4 players. Niclear Disaster: (Grapbis) 

Mind Your Own Busines: (Text) 
All programs only £495 each Unc p&D) ‘SAE for details, cheques/PO's fo 231 "Albert Road, Jarrow: NESZ SKS 

Dam Raider, 
Sonar, Sub-Run, Sheepdog Trials 

3.25 each, £8.50 for 3. Cheques to: 
32, Ellesmere Drive, 

south Croydon CR2 9EJ. 

CD omtecasorwane C) 
JUNGLE SEARCH 

‘Anadventure game for the Dragon 32. 
Join the quest for the legendary} 

‘elephants graveyard! 
Price £5.50 inc p&p 

Ref H.C.W. 38 Hammond Ave 
Bacup, Lanes. OLI3 8LN, 

ORIC 48K 
Night Patrol, a tactical adventure with oloor dud Seek out encmy postions and retur live i you can! Send £310 R.Allen, 186, Longshaw Drive tiie Hotton, Words. NZS 6BB 

48K SPECTRUM ADVENTURES 
Two graphical adventures. You sek the gold Ting Gut Gocan't end there Then find he ‘ten balan recor the ring. Pease make 
Cheques’ PO's for £5.50" payable to Cripps, 41 The Green Migaigen: UnIOwLS Rape 

AQUARIU 

Pet, BBC, Texas (T199/4A). Martian 
Lander (Actual Simulation): 

Noughts and Crosses Special, Code 
Breaker, User Defined Jigsaw, 

Morse Tesi suitable for R.A.E, Pet- 
sound only. All others colour 
sound. All the above £5. Basi 

Tutorial $ 10K £10.00. Discs £2.50 
extra, See us on Micronet 800, Write| 
to: 10, Kenneth Rd, Basildon SS13 
2AT. Or ring 0268 559565 (24 hour), 

SOFTWARE 
EDUCATION 

CHEMISTRY EXAMS? NO 
PROBLEM WITH ALCHEMY 
SOFTWARE. 6 programs covering 
FORMULAE and CALCULA- 
TIONS for 0/CSE each with exten- 
sive notes for ZX81 and SPEC- 
TRUM. Send SAE for details to 
ALCHEMY, 78 TWEENDYKES 

ROAD, HULL. 
TOUCH TYPING TUTOR for 
Dragon. The easy way to become ex- 
pert. And fun! 14K cassette £6.95 in- 
clusive. Byte By Byte, 21 Shandon 
Park, Londonderry. BT48 SAW 
BBC FUN-SUMS arithmetic 
becomes addictive with this colour- 
ful educational program based on 
the traditional game of Battleships. 
Model A or B, £2.95 Kosmos 1 
Pilgrims Close, Harlington, Bed 
fordshire, LUS 6LX. 

BBC MICRO B ONLY 
Tape 1 LCD demo pas Spline lus Beate 
plueMapof Briain 38 
Tape 2. Alphabet plus Hang Maths oe 
Reversi plus Train Maths Programs sold seperately om request {allable on disc (40 track) at £8.00 extra. Send SAE or order to Ss. Skinner, 62 Central Ave, Bitingham, Cleveland, TS23 1LN 

SOFTWARE 
BUSINESS 

D.LY. Bookkeeping’ 
A complete book keeping system based on {eat known bookkeeping system for small Dosinenses — up t0 300 invokes pet mont 

EASY TO USE 
Purchase ledger, sales ledge, sales journal 
(224 98 each) ‘The manual with each ape is writen fo peo. ple who have never used 2 computer and 
Enow tite or nothing about bookkeeping. ‘Spectrum 8K, printer oF 3 tapes (60) 

Tor teachers 

~ burtonwood, Wart Tnaton, Cheshire. For orders ing= St, Helens (0744) $9883 

SOFTWARE EXCHANGE Swap 
your used software. FREE club 
membership. £1 per swap. Most 
computers included. SAE for 
details. UK SEC (HCW), 15 Tunwell 
Greave, Sheffield S$ 9GB 

WANTED GAMES/SOFTWARE 
Well established international 

Marketing Company now branching 
into Computer Software for 
Entertainment - Education 
We ar loking fo eriginal yy 
‘games/programmes for: 

VIC 20* SPECTRUM + ORIC 1 
‘We pay Top Royalties for good 
‘original material, Contact 

International Marketing Services 
(Software Division) 

143/145 Uxbridge Road, London W13 
Tel: 01-567 6288 

WANTED 
Second hand software. Anything for com 
pters including games. Top prices paid 

Ring Heath Mictoware on O691-652608, 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT — ORDER FORM 

Caerleon, Newport, 

1199/44 SOFTWARE 
14 games on 1 tape! Wombat_ Washers, 
Crier, Mines of Plato Tt BASIC. Leap Address 
og (Frogger) — extended BASIC Send {E)S0fo: DATA-SOFT, 22 Albans TWR ris Way, Chingford, London. E& 

Unexpanded VIC-20. Alien—a fast 
game to test your reflexes, colour 
ind sound, cassette £4.95, (P&P 

Free). Cheriton Computing, 15, 
West Rise, Cardiff CF4 SRE 
(0222)'758163. 

Please place my.advert in Home Computing Weekly for weeks. 
Please indicate number of insertions required. 
‘Wome Computing Weekly pobshed on Tensdays. Dsibution by Arges Pw Sle and Dsribation Li Panmore& Soe Lid of London and Masson Kent. Deng anderson by MM Design an 

CLASSIFIED DEPT 
148 Charing Cross Ral, London WC2H OEE. 
Tel: 1-497 1002, 
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THERE'S ROOM FOR 
EVERYONE AT THE BIGGEST 
ZXMICROFAIR 
OF ALL TIME! 

‘or THE \ 

Ge Twice as big as the last show! CUT OUT AND KEEP 

AGS Even more exhibitors and interesting new HOW TO GET TO THE S——= 
re) 

> RR ce AGE Big savings on most manufacturers’ “show 
2B\G: offers”. fon yoo ISLINGTON 

SP KINGS CROSS 

@ VICTORIA 

0 -—@ WoOD GREEN 
FINSBURY PARK 

9 Kings cross : I "ALEXANDRA PALACE, wearin ——d oxroro circus 
bigone... SATURDAY JUNE 4th 1963 Ng mt vot at ot st ot os ool 

ra) computer products! I BiG SHOW. I 

ne, Plenty of space to move, eat, drink and Oy Rent x 
ZRIGF relax! I , 

ie. Biggest value f hibit I aw , weve Biggest value from any exhibition — eid’ \9, 
ZR\GF admission £1 (50p for kids under 14)! I a | AWN gta 

nz, Choice of hardware, software, books, I ry . I ing 
3 \G. peripherals, programs — even a bring-and- ty 4 
cA buy sale! I iy I 

aC: Exhibition hall in parkland — big space — | 3 | 
Bis big car park! I I v Bn Rs P ALEXANDRA PALACE 

sax Big choice of “how to get there” — rail, | Menania Poste Sate “ Ne eee aah I 
BG road, bus, tube, foot — see right! on ‘ ing t KINGS CROSS a y H 
BAGS Big day out for all the family! ; ca WooRcATE ; 

t By Londen Tarp RITISH RAIL 

‘Advance tickets available from: Mike Johnston, 71 Park Lane, Tottenham, London N17 OHG. Adul 
Please make cheques payable to ZX MICROFAIR and enclose S.A.E 
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the Worm, Bugs (mines 
with legs). 
Action Replay. 
Author: lan Andrew 

ATARI 400/800 
MAGIC WINDOW 
Define characters on 
8x6 grid. Save to tape. 
Load from tape. Freely 
merges character sets 
into existing programs. 
Hex & Dec. 0/Ps. 
Character manipulation 
Mirror, rotate, invert, 
left, right, up, down, hold, 
wipe, cancel, 
Redefine whole 
character set. Also 
works in colour mode. 
Excellent examples 
supplied. 
16K RAM or more. 
Author: M. Walker 

i} shite 
Please send order to 
Quicksilva Limited, 
Palmerston Park House, 
13, Palmerston Road, 
Southampton. 
BBC GAMES 
Music Processor ...... £14.95) 
Protector ©7950) 
Wizard £6.95 
DRAGON GAME 
Mined-Out £595 
ATARI 400/800 aw 
Magic Window’ £8.95 C 
WARNING: These programsare soldaccord. 
ing to QUICKSILVA Lid's terms of trade and 
Conditions of sale. Copies of which are 
available on request. 

MUSIC PROCESSOR 
Exploits your BBC music potential to its limits. 
Features: Full push button 
operation, aver 30 
Separate functions for 
recording, mixing. editing and 
Sound effects etc. 4 channels. 
5 octaves, 100.000 envelopes easily 
selected. Over 2000 note storage 
Capacity Ready made music files included 
Author: Andy Williams 
For model A or B 
PROTECTOR 
Features: Pods, monsters who kill on 
contact, mine laying UFO's, monsters 
increase in size as game progresses, new pods every 1000 pts. 
hyperapace function. Full colour hi-res 
graphics, sound. Joystick control 
For the made! B with 16K + Joystick 
Author: Andy Green 
WIZARD 
The lands most beautiful maidens are being sacrificed by an evil King. 
Can you be their savioun fighting off 
Rordes of evil demons armed only 
with your wand and magical J+ 

4@ jf 
powers. A most compulsive and 
Original game with hi-res colour 
graphics and full sound. 
Author: A. R. Buckley 
For the model 8 with S2K 

MINED-OUT 
QUICKSILVA 

43, Palmerstan, Roea 
Southamptony 

ies. Telephgne: (Q; 

Please send me the games as ticked 
Total cheque/PO. enclosed 
payable to Quicksilve 

Name 

Address —__ 


